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Dedication
To my mom and dad, who taught me to fight for what I think is right; and to my wife
and best friend who has always supported me when I decide to make that happen.

Introduction
Who am I, and why did I write this book? My medical partner and I are some of the first physicians in the world to use stem cells in real
patients with orthopedic injuries. We spent two years painstakingly studying stem cells in patients and were very impressed with the
results. During that time, our studies were free of charge to our patients, and we constantly presented our findings to our colleagues.
After using stem cells for three years, our world changed in 2008 when we received a letter from the Federal Drug Administration (FDA)
that our patients' stem cells weren’t their body parts that we could use to heal their injuries, but were somehow being classified
as drugs. Before we received that letter, we were like any other physicians in our attitudes towards the agency. If they approved a new
and exciting drug that might help our patients, we couldn’t wait to try it. Likewise, if they flubbed a drug approval and put our patients at
risk, we were concerned. As you will learn in this book, that FDA letter began an incredible journey.
The FDA serves a very important role in society, and its hard working men and women save lives every day through diligent oversight of
our drugs, devices and food. On the other hand, the FDA thinks your body parts are drugs -- a position that I, as well as many of my
physician colleagues, oppose. Thus, the focus of this book is not to attack the FDA as inherently bad, but to point out that it has made
nonsensical, public-health policy decisions concerning your stem cells that may negatively impact your health. Having said that, I also
believe that, for stem cells grown in bio-reactors to create millions of doses, the FDA got its regulatory policy on stem cells 100-percent
right. Where it erred is the application of mass-manufacture principles to customized medicine and your doctor. In addition, due to a
model from the 1960s being applied to twenty-first century medicine, I believe the FDA is not equipped to regulate the next phase in
medicine.
I’m also not attacking large pharmaceutical companies (often referred to as “Big Pharma,” “Biopharma” or just “Pharma") for being big
and successful. In many ways, they were dragged kicking and screaming into this regulatory mistake known as Cells=Drugs. What I
propose is a sorely needed, alternate system of innovation outside of Big Pharma and, hopefully, drug companies will ultimately come
to terms with this reality. In essence, as you will see from this book, we need two parallel systems of new-therapy development to bring
you as many modern medical miracles as possible.
The same holds true for scientists. I won’t attack the dedicated and hardworking scientists who toil over new stem cell discoveries -they are a true gift to mankind and build a foundation of knowledge that eventually will help real patients. In fact most stem cell
scientists have little involvement in any of the spin exposed in this book. Having said that, a few leading scientists with deep rooted
financial conflicts have adopted a mantra without thinking, an approach that is actually very unscientific.
In addition, unlike many of my colleagues who are more entrenched in alternative care, I don't oppose the scientific method; nor do I
oppose clinical trials. In fact, I have published many scientific papers through the years. I grew from a kid who loved science into an
adult who used that passion to become a physician who still does clinical science. On the flip side of that coin, I also don't worship
“evidence-based medicine” as a religious doxology. Like many things in life, my approach to medical science is somewhere between
both extremes, tempered by the mettle of years of treating real patients.

CHAPTER 1:
“HOUSTON, WE HAVE A PROBLEM ...”
Christopher J. Centeno, M.D.

Is your body yours to govern?
Should the federal government have control over your
cells?
Do you have the unalienable right to use your cells to
save your life?
Should new therapies only be developed in a top-down
approach by big companies, or should new treatments
also be developed by your doctor using a bottom-up
approach?
Stem cells are all over your body, in every nook and
cranny. They help you stay alive by maintaining your
tissues and repairing the tissue damage you accumulate
through wear and tear. They can also turn into other
needed cells like new bricks replacing a hole in a wall, or
they can help orchestrate tissue repair like a general
contractor repairing a damaged house. As you might
imagine, harnessing the tremendous power of these cells
is the key to the next great revolution in medicine.

Yet, There's a Problem !
Let's look at a couple of different scenarios to illustrate
that problem. A loved one lies in the intensive care unit,
dying of a heart condition. There is little hope for
recovery, and the family surrounds the patient, waiting for
the inevitable. The doctor breaks the silence with new
information: a study just published shows that stem cells
in the patient’s own body might be used to offer a chance
of hope, increasing the odds of walking out of the hospital
to as high as 50/50. However, the doctor is unable to help
because federal regulations have tied his hands, making
the patient’s own cells essentially "prescription drugs" for
which there is no FDA approval.
Another scenario depicts an alternate future very different
from the illustration above. The year is 2020, and
because of a 2014 recent court decision, physicians have
rapidly moved real-world stem cell therapies into the
medical mainstream -- not as drugs, but as tissue. What
had been a half-century long log-jam in translating these
therapies from the lab bench to the bedside no longer
exists.
Instead of a handful of FDA-approved and “productized”
cell therapies being available, physicians have used the
tenants of “long-tail care” to gain real-world experience
with your stem cells. A modern renaissance in medicine is
occurring that has radically changed the way medical
care is developed.
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As a result, a separate and important new therapy
discovery track is evolving that better fits the twenty-first
century’s customized medicine mantra.
While the first scenario sounds more like science-fiction
than reality, regrettably it's fact. The FDA is currently
standing between you and your stem cells, even if they
could be used to save your life.
If we all do nothing to challenge the overly restrictive
stem cell policy the FDA is promoting, known in this book
as Cells=Drugs, then the cells in your body will continue
to be categorized as drugs and, thus, will not be under
your control. The second scenario, while attractive, is
sadly under active assault, as the concept of physicians
producing medical breakthroughs using the time-honored
tradition of investigational care is being increasingly
threatened by vested financial interests.
The pages that follow tell a story about these and other
topics told through the lens of stem cells. However, the
story could just as easily be about other topics in
medicine — from nutritional supplements and various
forms of alternative care, to compounded drugs or offlabel prescribing by doctors. Any of these topics could be
inserted as the theme of this book, and the issues
surrounding them would still be the same.
In essence, this book is about how we as a society
decide what control we have over our own bodies
and health — and how we want our doctors to
innovate.

Who are “They”?
First, who are “they,” and why don’t ‘they” want you to
have stem cells? “They” are the vested financial interests
for whom you or the doctors using your stem cells without
FDA control represent financial disaster. There is no
conspiracy per se, just people protecting their
investments and self-interests. However, this game of
self-protection has been played well, so as to disguise the
interest or, as is more accurate in this case, the conflict of
interest.

Your Stem Cells Must Be Classified as Drugs to
Protect Moneyed Interests
Stem cells are disruptive game changers that live in your
body, and as such they have the ability to revolutionize
how medicine discovers new therapies and treats illness.
However, if your stem cells are determined to be simple
body parts, used by you or your doctor to cure what ails
you, the FDA and Pharma have a huge problem.

The traditional drug market that keeps both afloat and in
power will quickly evaporate. The FDA will become a
smaller agency, in control of a shrinking segment of
medicine that consists of fewer and fewer chemical
drugs. Pharma will find less demand for its existing
chemical drugs. And, doctors using your stem cells as a
simple transplant will be able to undercut the steep price
a new stem cell drug must fetch to fill the gaping fiscal
hole left by fewer chemical drugs and high FDA approval
costs. Finally, the universities that license these
discoveries to drug companies will lose billions in
potential revenues.

University, Inc.
While you might not know it, your tax dollars are being
used to make select universities around the country quite
rich. Legislative changes enacted in 1980 allow
universities to use National Institute of Health (NIH) and
other government grants to discover new medical
therapies and then form private corporations to license or
exploit those discoveries. Logically, you would likely
assume the universities then pay that money back to the
tax payers. They don’t. Instead, that money, your money,
goes to enrich the professors who discovered the new
technology and the university’s coffers. One of the hottest
fields for these lucrative tax-payer funded technology
start-ups is stem cell biology.

How and Why Did We Get Here?
The FDA began its Cells=Drugs regulatory approach in
the 1990s, with fierce opposition. Many big players,
including the American Red Cross, the BioPharma
association, the American Society for Clinical Oncology,
the Northwestern University Transplant Program and the
Society for Assisted Reproductive Technology, were
opposed on the grounds that the FDA had no authority to
turn body parts into drugs and that the regulation made
little common or scientific sense. All of that changed when
a deal was cut that allowed a regulation meant to approve
drugs for the terminally ill to be illegally used to approve a
cartilage cell product to treat mild to moderate arthritis.
Ultimately, the drug companies that opposed turning your
cells into drugs had no choice but to fall in line, allowing
the FDA to create a “line-in-the-sand” regulation by
overstepping their congressionally granted authority. This
new line separated simple tissue transplants from
drugs, which made sense for mass-produced cells in
bioreactors. However, a final one-word, midnight
change to the regulations in 2006 extended those
regulations from cells grown in drug factories to the cells
in your body. Finally, since 2006, the agency continues to
move the line so that more and more of your tissues are
being classified as drugs, giving you and your doctor less
and less control of your medical future.

Our Current FDA Strategy for Regulation Can’t
Handle the Future of Medicine
Our current drug approval system is like a 1960s casino
game of high stakes roulette in a James Bond movie. You
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start with $4 billion to develop and test many candidate
drugs. You then place your billions on red 32 and spin the
wheel. If your bet hits and one gets FDA approval, you
become fantastically wealthy, get the girl and kill the
villain. However, if the ball randomly lands elsewhere and
none makes it through the FDA gauntlet, you lose
everything and a trap door opens causing you and your
stock price to fall to a horrible fate.
So, what if a bunch of rich, fat-cat executives at some Big
Pharma company lose their shirts? Regrettably, it’s not
just the big whale investors placing their bets on
“regulatory roulette” who lose; you and I do, too. The
money that gets spent in this game comes from our tax
dollars, retirement accounts and pension funds. In
addition, this game doesn’t produce the best cures
money can buy; it produces the cures that make the most
money — with your health hanging in the balance. More
importantly, as you’ll see in this book, this 1960s system
is already stunting the growth of the next phase in the
evolution of medicine.
An incredible stem cell revolution is mounting on the
horizon, but as a society we’re all betting this twenty-first
century miracle on regulatory principles created in the
1960s, when computers were as big as rooms,
telephones had dials and cords and the Internet was a
cold-war military communications system called the
ARPANET. The regulatory principles that drive modern
drug creation were created with the 1962 amendment
to the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, when the hottest
trend in medicine was broad-spectrum antibiotics.
Medicine at the time was heavily focused on fighting the
diseases that quickly lead to the patient’s demise, like
severe infections. These were problems that could be
easily cured with a mass-market solution. In half a
century, medicine and the world have changed.
The financial interests who support this antique system
have very deep roots, so it’s very likely that because of
the politics and stakeholders involved, we may never see
a true FDA reform movement take hold. In that case, the
future of medicine must find an alternative development
pathway. That “other” track will be led by physicians who
innovate, i.e. “Long-tail Medicine." At first, this will be very
threatening to the established Pharma-University
complex, but eventually they will come to embrace and
protect this twenty-first century method for producing new
“niche” blockbuster cures.

How Do We Get to Better Cures for Unique
Patients?
Believe it or not, medicine already has a system to
develop new medical treatments outside of the 1960s
FDA model. In fact, about half of all modern medicine
wasn’t developed through the FDA pathway; it was
developed by physicians on the ground who saw clinical
problems that needed solutions. They created new
therapies without all the bureaucratic wrangling that goes

into FDA approval. In addition, because the regulatory
burden of developing a new treatment or device is almost
zero compared to the FDA approach, new therapies have
risen through the system because they work, rather than
because they have a business model that will support a
billion-dollar FDA approval bet.

In essence, you’ll never know that there were therapies
that could have saved your life; they will be all but
invisible, relegated to the dustbin of history because they
couldn’t produce enough scalable income to pay the FDA
piper.

Alternatives to “Pharmadise”
These game-changing technologies developed by
physicians have included almost all modern fertility
treatments (IVF), cardiac surgery, orthopedic surgery and
the majority of new medical devices.
You could call this type of medical care “investigational
care,” because it involves new procedures or devices, the
effects of which are not fully known. In each case, the
physician weighs the risks and benefits of what’s offered
to a sick patient. The patient is then consented through
discussion and often in writing, reviewing the pros and
cons of the treatment proposed. This type of care is well
described in the seminal bioethics document of the
twentieth century, The Belmont Report.

Why the “Long Tail” May Save Your Life One
Day!
The long tail concept is the offspring of our modern
Internet world. The future of innovation is in satisfying
niche markets with customization. For example, our daily
news has gone toward smaller and smaller
compartmentalized markets of people reading things that
are only important to them. Our purchasing has also
grown along these same lines. Today, a person sitting at
a computer anywhere in the world can buy more diverse
stuff than the most sophisticated brick-and-mortar buyer
living in New York, Tokyo, London or Paris.
Books that would have been impossible to publish just a
decade ago are now able to be placed on the Internet for
instant download by a handful of people. Our whole world
has reinvented itself these past two decades toward more
customization with innovation, following a Darwinian
process, with one exception: medicine. For our society to
benefit from our explosion of digital information
technology in the twenty-first century, medicine must join
the long-tail revolution and leave the twentieth century
behind.
But, standing in the way of such reform is an antiquated
and analog regulatory system.
How could the long tail save your life? If we have an
alternate system to develop new cures that embraces
information technology to sift through hundreds of
possible new therapies, we will find all of the world’s next
blockbuster miracle cures. If we keep our top-down
regulatory approach, we will find only a handful of the
possible blockbusters and only the ones that are
commercially viable enough to pay the high price of
admission to the “FDA Approved” club.
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The U.S. population wants an alternative pathway to new
treatment development other than Big Pharma. We vote
with our wallets every year by spending $27 billion US
annually in Complementary and Alternative Medicine
services and products (CAM). In 2004, more than onethird of the American public accessed these CAM
therapies, despite most of traditional medicine opposing
their use. These treatments are long-tail medicine
because they are focused on trying many possible
therapies in many patients to see which ones get chosen
by the free market as effective.

Are There Solutions?
We desperately need to nurture long-tail medicine instead
of trying to kill it. Ultimately, big universities can provide
the computational and organizational skills to test which
long-tail therapies work, allowing physicians to hone the
treatment techniques first. In addition, the twentyfirst century prototypes for these therapies are adult stem
cells (ASCs), which need to be regulated under the
practice of medicine and not as drugs.

Regenexx-C: A Case Study in Cells=Drugs
Our medical practice now provides two different types of
stem cell technologies to help patients with orthopedic
injuries recover: same-day therapies that the FDA
currently categorizes under the practice of medicine,
which we perform in the United States; and a procedure
that cultures patients' stem cells to get more, which the
FDA has categorized as a drug. The latter is known as
the Regenexx-C procedure, which can now only be
performed outside the United States. Our experience with
the FDA involving Regenexx-C is a cautionary tale for
American medicine.

In Summary !
There are stem cells in your body that can be used to
treat or manage your medical conditions. In many
situations, they only have to be harvested, isolated,
slightly improved or grown to larger numbers, and
then placed back in the right spot in the right way. Since
these aren’t mass-produced drugs, but your own body
parts, applying a mass-manufacture regulatory regime to
your cells makes no common sense. Yet, that’s what the
FDA, Big Pharma and major universities want. They must
do this to protect huge financial interests, since your
doctor using your stem cells as body parts instead of
drugs spells financial ruin for them. Despite what the
universities, Pharma and the FDA want, we need an
alternative pathway to find all of the best ways to
effectively use stem cells to cure disease. And that
alternative pathway is “long-tail” care.

CHAPTER 2:
CELLS=DRUGS
Christopher J. Centeno, M.D.

Stem Cells 101
Stem cells are master cells that are capable of turning
into other types of cells to help repair damaged tissue.
They are all over your body, in almost every tissue. In
fact, that’s the problem.
You’ve likely heard about controversial embryonic stem
cells (ESCs), but you may not be as familiar with adult
stem cells (ASCs), which live inside you. The negative
stigma that pervaded embryonic stem cell research in the
mid-nineties was the result of a moral debate that doesn’t
exist with adult stem cells. That’s because adult stem cell
research and therapy is typically autologous, meaning the
cells are taken from one’s own body and then re-injected
back into a specific area to be treated. No embryos are
harmed, and the cells come directly from the person
being treated. Autologous adult stem cells have emerged
as a viable form of treatment for a myriad of diseases and
conditions.
There are many types of ASCs that can be isolated from
many different tissues. The most common type being
studied is the mesenchymal stem cell (MSC).
Mesenchymal cells can be derived from many different
tissues, but the two most common sources are bone
marrow and fat. These two MSC types are different —
think “cousins,” meaning they aren’t in the same
immediate family but share some similarities.
ASCs have been shown in animal and early human trials
to be pretty amazing. Based on evidence from animal and
early patient research, your own stem cells can
potentially be used to cure or mitigate diabetes, heart
disease, peripheral vascular disease, neurologic
disorders, arthritis and many other conditions. Just
perusing the news supports this concept.
For example, a recent study demonstrated that injecting
heart muscle stem cells helped patients who had
experienced a heart attack. Similarly, a recent doubleblinded study showed that a stem cell shot could help
reduce knee pain and increase function in patients with
meniscus tears.
Another example is seen from a trial in India that recently
showed promising results for stroke patients treated with
IV stem cells. And, so it goes. In early studies with ASCs
treating real patients, the results have been exceptional.
The problem is that these cells were first “discovered”
more than half a century ago. Why, then, aren’t adult
stem cells being publicized or offered as an option to
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those who could benefit most from them? Why aren’t they
at least being used by physicians in careful ways to see if
they can help patients? Who is keeping this information
and these therapies from the American public — and
why?

Cells=Drugs
According to the FDA, the ASCs in your body are
drugs. Yes, you read that right. This is a seminal twentyfirst century civil rights issue because, if your cells are
drugs, you no longer control them. As drugs, your cells
and the use of them would be governed by federal drug
laws rather than your needs. Under current regulatory
policy, even if the cells in your body could be used by
your doctor to save your life one day, you legally don’t
have the right to use them for that purpose.
Not yet. And not until someone pays the huge price to get
them approved as a drug for that specific medical
diagnosis. If there is no focused approval for your exact
condition, as this book will show, your own cells might as
well be locked in a vault on the moon because you won’t
be able to use them.
Cells=Drugs marks the first time in modern medicine that
the FDA has moved from regulating how chemical drugs
are created and mass-produced in giant factories, to
focusing on how your doctor treats you with your own
tissue. Regrettably, this move is more sinister than just a
slight course correction. As an example, if the FDA had
applied this focus throughout the history of medicine,
much of the modern medical miracles we have come to
take for granted simply wouldn’t exist.

Why ASCs Are Disruptive Game-Changers
Think about it this way: the single biggest medical
discovery of the twentieth century was arguably the
discovery of antibiotics. In fact, it was this particular
success in the history of traditional medicine that allowed
it to take a dominant role in society and create the basis
for much of our chemical-drug-centric medical care
system. Let’s consider what might have happened if the
discovery of penicillin had gone a different way. What if
we all had penicillin in our bodies and it was easily
accessible?
For example, what if we had discovered that our sweat or
tears contained a powerful antibiotic that could be used
with minimal processing to kill bacteria? How would the
world be different? In all likelihood, we would never have
developed a system where “Big Pharma” ruled, as there
would have been no initial need for such huge

corporations. The discovery of adult stem cells is a little
like finding penicillin in our bodies, as it’s a disruptive
discovery that turns on their head long-held assumptions
about how medical care is developed and how medical
profits are secured.
While we would all accept that a foreign chemical, one
that doesn’t exist in nature and is synthesized in a lab
and could be potentially very harmful, needs strict
regulation, what if the medicine came instead from your
own body? Is that medicine therefore your property?
Should you have unfettered access to it? Can it be
patented? Who controls it? Who regulates it?
If it were discovered tomorrow that chemicals in your
sweat could help your type 2 diabetes, how long would it
be before doctors were using this treatment? Weeks?
months? Years? Would it take 50 years to see the first
use of this natural resource? How would it be
commercialized?
Breaking down the Cells=Drugs argument into its most
basic construction also helps clarify this issue. Simply
stated, should properly informed and competent patients
get to decide what health care options they want, or does
society need to protect competent patients from
themselves? Many scientists and researchers are of the
opinion that we need Cells=Drugs to protect the public
from itself. This book will explore how some have
embraced this upside-down civil rights argument that
seems to contradict the basic tenets of a free and
democratic society.
Body Parts — Why Regulate Them, and Who Stands
to Gain?
ASCs are small body parts. While nobody thinks twice
about moving tissue from one part of his or her body to
another, or transplanting a kidney or a heart from one
person to another, what would happen if the FDA made
these tissues drugs? We simply wouldn’t have the money
or resources as a country for these procedures to occur.
Millions of people who have benefited from these
transplant surgeries would never have had a chance to
access them.
Many diseases are treated primarily through chemical
therapy, with drugs the FDA regulates. If your doctor is
able to easily cure or manage these diseases with your
own cells, or even those from a donor, the drugs are
rendered unnecessary. If drugs are no longer needed,
then the FDA faces a future with a shrinking traditional
chemical drug market and little left to regulate. Likewise,
Big Pharma would suffer epic financial losses. Finally, the
fire hose of basic science grant money for stem cell
research would slow to a trickle, as thousands of lab
bench projects were scrapped in place of just a few
clinical trials.
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Do We Know Enough About ASCs to Use Them
in Patients?
First, it’s often claimed we don’t have enough research on
ASCs to begin using these therapies carefully in patients,
so we must study them more. Nothing could be further
from the truth. As of this writing, we have 167,879
published studies on stem cells listed in the U.S. National
Library of Medicine. Just on mesenchymal stem cells
alone, a type of stem cell used in our practice, there are
17,632 studies available. Since each of these research
papers uncovers some unique factoid about whatever is
studied, we can use the number of papers as a rough
metric of how much we know about a subject.
For comparison purposes, there are only 13,118 papers
investigating the use of the most commonly used
antibiotic, amoxicillin, for which 52.3 million prescriptions
were written in 2010. There are only 36,377 papers
published on any type of lower back surgery. Finally,
there are much fewer than 10,000 published papers for
the common surgery known as an appendectomy. In
addition, these comparisons vastly underestimate the
research disparity when ASC research is compared to
new drugs and procedures. Take, for example, the newly
approved immunology drug, belimumab. How much, in
terms of publication volume, is there on this drug? There
are only 140 research papers listed. So, in terms of the
volume of published knowledge, there is approximately
12,500% more known about a single adult stem cell type
than this newly approved drug!
How about new medical procedures? Robotic
prostatectomy is a new procedure to remove prostate
cancer lesions using a robotic arm that assists the
surgeon. The procedure is capable of reducing common
complications, such as loss of sexual function, because
the robot is more accurate than a human. Surely, this new
and exotic “space age” procedure that allows a robot to
perform a delicate surgery must have tens of thousands
of publications like ASCs? Nope. There are a paltry 1,247
papers listed in the National Library of Medicine, meaning
we know 1,414% more about mesenchymal stem cells
than this new procedure. Yet, this medical procedure it’s
being performed regularly without the roadblocks facing
ASC treatments.
If we have so much research, why is it often claimed that
we don’t know much about ASCs? As you will see in this
book, like a wall of water held back by a huge dam, a
combination of over-regulation and a chase for grant
dollars have stifled the move of stem cells from the lab
bench to the bedside. Most of the stem cell research
that’s been published has been “pre-clinical,” meaning
that it’s focused more on finding out basic science minutia
than on how to treat patients.

One of the reasons we have such a tremendous amount
of basic research, and less treatment-specific research, is
that the regulatory hurdles put in place by the FDA make
it cost-prohibitive to study stem cells in real patients.
Unless a large and profitable market is being studied (for
example, heart disease) and you’ve been able to raise a
large fortune, there simply isn’t sufficient money available
to move stem cells out of the lab. The second issue is the
paper chase for grant dollars. It’s simply easier for
universities to secure more grant money to study some
bit of research minutia about stem cells. Once that grant
“ball” gets rolling, securing a series of grants for obtaining
the next small factoid of information about stem cells is
that much easier. In the end, it’s far easier to chase grant
dollars for basic science research that doesn’t lead
directly or swiftly to cures, as basic science research has
no regulatory hurdles.

Why Your Stem Cells Must Be Drugs — a Barrier
to Entry
If ASCs come from our own bodies, hold so much clinical
promise and we know so much about them, why aren’t
they yet widely used by physicians? The reason is
simple: ASCs being used by physicians are bad for
business — for the FDA, Big Pharma and the universities
that profit from medical research and license new
discoveries. While the ESCs that dominated stem cell
research in the nineties could be mass-manufactured and
placed into vials like drugs, ASCs taken from the patient
don’t produce a lucrative mass-distribution model like a
drug. In addition, since these cells can’t readily be
patented like a drug chemical, the only way to protect the
market is through regulation. This means that the market
for stem cells must be tightly controlled to protect the
interests of these players.
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CHAPTER 3:
WHO “THEY” ARE
Christopher J. Centeno, M.D.

The FDA-Pharma-University Industrial Complex
Former President Dwight Eisenhower warned of a
“military-industrial” complex in his farewell address to the
nation in 1961. Eisenhower was concerned that our
nation was looking for a fight to keep defense contractors
humming and that this influence affected all aspects of
government. He was initially going to call the
phenomenon the “Military-Industrial-Congressional”
complex, but decided at the last minute to leave off the
congress reference. While one can debate military
spending, a similar connection exists between today’s
FDA, Pharma companies and big universities.
First, it makes some sense that there are ties between
big universities performing medical research and the
companies that commercialize those discoveries. When
this system works, it produces medical miracles that help
everyone. However, for ASCs, somehow that important
machine threw a cog.
Second, my own political beliefs are that the free market
should rule the day with minimal regulation. Hence, the
ties between these three entities, if managed
appropriately, can benefit us through faster drug
approvals. However, even Pharma no longer benefits
from an FDA that has become increasingly risk adverse
and now lords over the world’s most expensive drugapproval process.
Finally, the massive medical-research industry is
managed by major universities that take a large
percentage of the study funds for administration. So, any
FDA reform measure that involves less medical research
to speed therapies to the public will, of course, be met
with resistance by the universities profiting from all the
research. Is it wrong to see a university profit from
research? In my opinion, it isn’t wrong; but the public
needs to be educated about why universities would
naturally oppose FDA reform. Sadly, however, the public
rarely hears about these types of conflicts.

Scientists, Priests and Business !
We often think of our scientists as holding a higher place
in society, a little like priests. In some ways they have
taken that place in our modern society. In the middle
ages, the most educated people in society were often the
clergy. They kept the keys to the gates of heaven — all of
which flowed through the church. No matter what your
religious bent, you should recognize that in many ways,
for better or worse, science has replaced religion as the
dominant force in many people’s lives. Whether we live
longer or healthier, whether our crops grow or fail, and
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whether we have power for our homes, may all well
depend on the work of some scientist toiling at his lab
bench. Perhaps it’s this picture of threadbare scientists
toiling for the good of society that blinds the media to the
conflicts of interest that exist in stem cell science.
Many scientists toil in their labs with little commercial
interests. Based on the nature of the work they do — like
studying ancient manuscripts or discovering new fossils
— there is no way to commercialize their discoveries.
However, stem cell science is very different. It is literally
one of the highest commercial-impact fields in science.
To get a handle on how this works, it helps to understand
how some scientists advance in their careers and earn
money.
A stem cell scientist working at a university will generally
start out in a low-level academic position with a small lab.
A “publish or perish” mindset dominates this environment,
in that churning out scientific publications can help build a
lab and attract graduate students who want to work in
that lab. Thus, a scientist who attracts many grants and
oversees 30 graduate students earns much more than
one who is just beginning.
The grant process itself is also a self-fulfilling prophecy
because once a scientist has firmly been ensconced in
pulling down research grants; it’s easier for him or her to
get more grants. Many of the grants allow for additional
salary, and the university always takes a sizable portion
of that grant for overhead, usually one-third or more.
Thus, a scientist who is pulling down multimillion-dollar
grants earns more than one who has few grants. Finally,
a little-known law passed in the 1980s added another
layer of financial conflict to scientists involved in stem cell
research.

The Paradigm Shift: From Threadbare
Academics to University, Inc.
Most people think of universities as ivory towers of
learning that exist outside the confines and pressures of
the everyday world. They often believe that, when a
university professor comments in a news story, they’re
hearing an opinion unbiased by the whims of the
business world. However, while that may be true in some
fields, in the biologic sciences, our universities have
become big businesses with their own financial interests.
When did this all begin? The Bayh-Doyle Act of 1980
allowed universities receiving federal grant money to
make money off licensing and patenting their
government-funded inventions.

While this legislation was supposed to help society
accelerate new discoveries, it has also turned many
medical research universities into big businesses.
Perhaps a Stanford University document put it best:
“The last two decades have witnessed a sea-change in
relationships between universities, industry and the
federal government. Beginning in the early 1980s, key
federal policy changes enabled small businesses, public
and nonprofit organizations, including universities, to hold
title to intellectual property (IP) developed during the
pursuit of federally sponsored research and development
(R&D). Since then, research universities have developed
increasingly close ties to the world of commerce.”
Basically, your tax dollars fund new discoveries, and the
universities that use those tax dollars get to keep the
proceeds from patents, licenses and new businesses that
arise to commercialize those discoveries. In addition, the
scientists who make these discoveries also get a cut of
the action, earning a percentage of the money that will be
earned by their patented inventions.
A quick search through any patent database using the
term “stem cells” will unearth many patents submitted by
major universities. While there isn’t anything inherently
wrong with this, there’s only one reason to hold a patent:
financial gain. This means that quoting a university stemcell scientist in a news story can lead to a financial
conflict of interest, as the scientist may make money from
some discovery that competes with the treatment being
featured in the story.
An example of how these lucrative agreements have
impacted the bottom line of scientists involved in stem
cell research is seen with Stanford’s Irv Weissman. Irv is
a dedicated and amazing scientist who has made groundbreaking contributions to the field of stem cell biology.
But, like many scientists in this field, he has financial
conflicts of interest. Weissman has been involved in
numerous business ventures and has at various times
been involved in many life science companies, earning
him millions.
This list includes companies like SyStemix, Stem Cells
Inc, Cytotherapeutics, OVP Venture Partners, Cellerant,
Amgen, DNAX, and T-Cell Sciences. In one four-year
period, Forbes reported that Stem Cells Inc. alone paid
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Dr. Weismann almost $400,000. Is there anything wrong
with a prominent scientist, who is a leader in his field,
making large amounts of money for innovating? No.
However, Irv is like so many scientists in the field of stem
cell research, who have significant financial conflicts of
interest in the direction of commercializing stem cells as
drugs. However, the media has paid little attention to
these conflicts.
As an example, in a press release that featured
Weissman attacking stem cell clinics that spawned
hundreds of news stories on the Internet, never once
were Weissman’s financial conflicts brought up.
This was despite the fact that any one of the companies,
where Weissman held personal financial interests, would
have been devastated by successful clinics offering stem
cells as body parts instead of drugs.
While scientists are required to report these financial
conflicts of interests when giving research presentations,
they almost never report them when giving quotes to
media stories supporting the Cells=Drugs policy. What’s
more fascinating is that the news media seems to miss
these obvious conflicts while pointing out the conflicts of
physicians treating patients. This creates press coverage
that’s missing a critical value held by journalists: balance.

Is This a Problem?
One recent research paper demonstrated that forthright
reporting of the financial ties and conflicts of interest of
researchers by science reporters was inadequate.
The paper’s conclusion is telling:
“Because science journalists often did not report conflict
of interest information, adherence to gold-standard
recommendations for science journalism was low.
Journalists work under many different constraints, but
nonetheless news reports of scientific research were
incomplete, potentially eroding public trust in science.”
In summary, the fact that many universities and some
university scientists now have the same conflicts as the
average business or businessman isn’t a problem, unless
a reporter quotes a scientist the same as a priest —
where no worldly conflicts are assumed.

CHAPTER 4:
HOW WE GOT HERE
Christopher J. Centeno, M.D.

How Medical Regulation Works
In the United States, we have two very separate systems
of medical regulation: federal drug/device laws that are
interpreted and put into action via FDA, and the stateregulated practice of medicine. These two sides of the
regulatory coin are separated by a firewall to protect your
health.
On the federal level, we have the FDA, whose job it is to
regulate drugs and medical devices that are sold across
the nation. On the local level, examples include state
medical boards as well as the local departments of
health. For example, your doctor is not regulated by the
federal government, but by the state in which he or she
practices medicine. These separate regulatory systems
have always been kept apart by a “Great Wall” that
literally prevents physicians from being regulated by the
federal government or FDA. An apt example is a
physician’s right to use medications off-label. While the
FDA can approve a new drug to treat a certain disease, it
cannot tell physicians how to prescribe that drug.
Physicians are free to use the drug for any disease and in
any dose, even if that dose is not one that’s approved by
the FDA. They are also free to use any type of therapy,
whether or not there is federal approval of that therapy.
This separation of drug/device and medical regulation
acts as a system of checks and balances, much like the
separation of the executive, judicial and congressional
branches of government serves to keep power in check.
Why is that important? The bottom line is that your
physician is charged with doing whatever it takes to save
your life — whether or not the federal government
approves of it.
This doesn’t mean, however, that the FDA likes it. In fact,
the agency has a history of generally not accepting this
system of checks and balances. Perhaps the best
example of this frequent FDA encroachment into the
practice of medicine, and why this doesn't benefit society,
is a case known as United States v. Evers. In this 1970s
case, the FDA tried to criminally prosecute a physician for
using drugs off-label. In United States v. Evers, 453 F.
Supp. 1141 (M.D. Ala. 1978), the court sided with Dr.
Evers and not the FDA.
The Court noted that a drug’s package insert is not the
most up-to-date information on the drug’s uses and that
new uses are often discovered, reported through medical
journals or seminars, and may become widely used in the
medical profession. However, the drug manufacturer may
not have sufficient financial or other interests to pursue
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FDA approval for the new uses. Further, if a doctor must
prescribe and treat only within “federally sanctioned”
methods, this would result in medical stagnation at best,
as physicians await drug manufacturers’ initiative and
FDA approval. The court reasoned, “A free, progressive
society has an enormous stake in recognizing and
protecting this right of the physician.” Basically, the
court preserved as sacred the right of your doctor to
prescribe any drug in any way to save your life or
treat your illness.
The FDA also tried again to encroach on this “Great Wall”
in the 1990s, when it tried to again prosecute physicians
who were prescribing hormones off-label to treat agerelated diseases, as well as the pharmacies that were
compounding the medications for the physicians.
Compounding is a way of customizing drugs for an
individual patient, where some of the ingredients of the
drug preparation are changed to suit the patient. The
FDA tried to add a section of regulation to the Food Drug
and Cosmetic Act (FDCA) that sought to regulate doctors
and pharmacies that compounded drugs (section 503A).
Since this was another attempt by the FDA to cross the
Great Wall separating them from the practice of medicine,
the FDA was sued by seven compounding pharmacies.
As a result this section of the FDCA was eventually
deleted in its entirety by a federal judge.
In summary, the courts have not been kind to the agency
when it has tried to regulate doctors. The FDA’s history of
trying to regulate all of medicine despite being blocked by
the courts added a new dimension when they first created
Cells=Drugs.

The “Deal” That Changed the Future of Medicine
After early medical research in the 1990s began to show
that cells could be used to treat disease, the FDA held
hearings to determine how your own cells would be
regulated. When the agency announced that it planned to
have some regulatory control over cells as drugs, it was
met with a great deal of resistance. A politically powerful
army of beltway lawyers, physician groups, non-profit
organizations, private companies, universities and trade
groups opposed FDA regulation of cells. The American
Red Cross, The American Society of Clinical Oncology,
The Society for Assisted Reproductive Technologies and
the BioPharma Association were just a few of the groups
that expressed opposition. Letters expressing opposition
from some of these groups are included in Appendix A at
the end of this book. While every big name in medicine
opposed turning body parts into drugs, one company in
particular had a bigger interest than most.

Genzyme was a multibillion-dollar biotechnology
company that began culturing patients’ cartilage cells in
1995 as part of a service known as Carticel. The service
allowed a surgeon to take cartilage cells from a patient’s
knee and ship those to a lab so they could be multiplied.
The cells would then be shipped back to the surgeon,
who would surgically implant them in the patient to repair
small areas of arthritis. The treatment heralded a new era
for medicine, as this was the first true commercial cell
therapy.
Genzyme had previously been granted clearance by one
division of the FDA to market these cultured cells as a
device. This made sense, as they were the patients’ own
cells and their processing bore little resemblance to a
drug product. But, that didn’t shield them from the Center
for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER), the
branch of the FDA that wants to turn your body parts into
drugs. Genzyme was told by CBER that it would need a
full drug approval to culture cells, rendering the company
dead in the water, with a promising technology which had
no patentability. This meant that anybody could begin
culturing cartilage cells and compete. Even if Genzyme
were to spend the tens of millions needed to turn its
procedure into a drug, it wouldn’t be long before it had
competitors circling like sharks.
What Genzyme needed was a way to keep competitors
out of the market, which would allow its existing
multimillion-dollar investment to obtain FDA approval to
pay off.

Evidence of the “Deal”
By the late 1990s, CBER had a pressing problem. It
wanted to turn your cells into drugs, but powerful interests
opposed this tiny department of the FDA. Genzyme
encountered a problem of its own. It had a fledgling
cartilage culture process (Carticel) that one department of
the FDA said it could market. Then, another, more
obscure department of the FDA threatened to pull it from
the market — and require the company to spend tens to
hundreds of millions of dollars in clinical trials. Further
complicating Genzyme’s position was the fact that it had
no way to protect any potential investment, since it had
no patent on the cells themselves (which is typically the
case with a standard drug chemical).
The stage was set for a deal that would dramatically alter
the lives of every American. Ironically, the “deal” was
caught on a government transcript that serves as
documented record of a moment in time that would define
the current state of stem cell research and therapy. As
you read through the transcript below, please note that
“more than minimally manipulated cells” are those that
are in any way processed, grown or otherwise made to
be effective. In addition, note that the discussion is about
how Genzyme and future companies will be able to
establish barrier to entry for competitors without having
the same kind of patents that exist for chemical drugs.
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Also, realize that the FDA is contemplating reducing its
proposed regulation of cells, something Genzyme
opposes.
[Ms. Raines — Genzyme Lobbyist]:
“I just wanted to comment on the issue of the
possibility of the possible down-regulation of
more than minimally manipulated products for
which pre-market approval is required and just
suggest that that is a potentially very difficult
thing to do if you want to preserve the
incentives for innovation.
If you require a company to collect the clinical
data, either before or after approval, at great
expense, to allow competitors into that market
without imposing on them a comparable
responsibility and obligation, just as a policy
matter, creates a great incentive to be the second
guy instead of the first guy.
If you don’t have first guys, you won’t have
second guys. So there really is a risk. I mention it
in particular in this area because products that
FDA considers to be more than minimally
manipulated, those manipulations may not be
considered patentable. Certainly, in the area in
which my company is working, we do not have
any intellectual property other than some trade
secrecy with respect to our processes.
So, if there is no patent protection, if there is
no FDA exclusivity as there is under the Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act for a period of five
years for the first indication for a new drug, if you
eliminate all of that in this area, you create a
significant financial disincentive for companies to
develop these therapies.”
[Ms. Pendergast—FDA]:
“A point well taken. That is why we need to hear
back from you as to what you want. We are
very curious as to which way do you want it. Do
you want to preserve your confidential
commercial information and use that as a tool, a
marketing tool, and a market entry barrier? Or, do
you want the Agency to be down-classifying as
soon as it can things that (sic), once we get a
handle on their impact on the cell, the tissue and
the body?”

Implications of the Deal
After this hearing, Genzyme recorded the fastest drug
approval on modern record. By cutting a deal with
Genzyme, CBER got what it wanted. It needed at least
one company to agree that cells were drugs instead
of simple body parts. Once it had that initial “domino
fall,” the other Biopharma companies would have to fall
into line to compete, as Genzyme could now say it had

“FDA approval.” Any company that subsequently wanted
to market a cell-based process would be “behind the
curve” without the agency gold seal, and getting approval
would never again be so easy. In fact, it was more than a
decade after the Carticel approval before the second cellbased “product” made its way to market.
How do we know there was a deal cut? Despite FDA’s
concerns over the risks for cultured cells, Carticel was
approved in nine months at a time when the average drug
approval lag was seven years or more. How did the
approval get through so fast? This approval was granted
under an accelerated process for biologic products [21
CFR 601.40-46] allowing a manufacturer to submit
dramatically less and lower quality research. There was
one problem with the FDA’s use of 21 CFR 601 to
approve Carticel: it was illegal to do so.
This accelerated approval process was only provided by
Congress as a way to allow critically ill patients to have
access to new drugs. Congress left no wriggle room for
the FDA to adapt the statute; in fact, it legislated which
diagnoses could be used. They all had to be serious or
life-threatening diseases:
!

!

Diseases or conditions where the likelihood of
death is high, unless the course of the disease
is interrupted
Diseases or conditions with potentially fatal
outcomes, where the endpoint of clinical trial
analysis is survival

Obviously, mild to moderate knee arthritis — the disease
being treated by Carticel — meets none of these
criteria and does not, by any stretch of the
imagination, qualify.
In essence, Genzyme got an approval it never should
have been granted, not only because cells weren’t drugs,
but because the data they had amassed on their cartilage
process would never pass muster in a real drug approval.
Let’s quantify that statement. On a scale of one to 10, if
the degree of clinical data needed to support an actual
chemical drug approval can be estimated at typically
around 10, the data Genzyme submitted at its 1997
approval hearing was at about a 2.
In addition, rather than the process taking five to 10
years, Genzyme had its approval in nine short months. In
other words, Genzyme had “barrier to entry” on the quick
and cheap. If the company had been made to gather all
the data needed to get a real drug approval for Carticel, it
would have needed to spend tens of millions of dollars
more on development, which would have taken many
years. How good was the barrier? No other cultured cell
product was approved by the FDA for 14 years after that
one. Even more telling, to this day, while direct
competitors to Carticel have cropped up in Europe, in the
United States there is still no competitor in the market.
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But, the deal had much larger implications than
Genzyme’s barrier to entry !
If the FDA had been stymied in its attempt to turn stem
cells into drugs, physicians would have rapidly moved
adult stem cells into mainstream medicine. By now, we
would have cheap treatments for everything from
diabetes to arthritis.
The savings to American medicine would have been epic,
eliminating the need for many diabetes drugs, heart
medications and pain pills. In addition, rather than a log
jam of less useful basic science research, physicians
would have figured out how best to use stem cells to heal
patients. This would have been followed by physicianand university-funded clinical trials and insurance
approval for many therapies.
A renaissance in American medicine would have begun,
similar to the discovery of modern antibiotics, allowing
physicians to actually begin to cure chronic diseases.
However, instead of this rebirth of modern medicine, the
deal created an even larger barrier to entry and allowed
the agency to throw roadblock after roadblock in the way
of developing cellular therapies. Perhaps the American
Society of Clinical Oncology, the nation’s largest doctor
group representing 30,000 cancer specialists, put it best
in an August 10, 1998, letter to the FDA:
“A striking aspect of the FDA's proposal to
regulate stem cell procedures is the virtual
absence of any justification for the initiative.
The principal "concerns" previously cited by the
FDA in support of the new regulatory apparatus
are preventing the transmission of communicable
diseases and assuring that stem cell procedures
are safe and effective.
But, the FDA has adduced no evidence whatever
to suggest that communicable diseases are
presently being transmitted through stem cell
procedures, or that stem cell transplants are
unsafe or ineffective. Instead, the FDA has
proposed to subject physicians and facilities
performing stem cell procedures to an
extraordinarily burdensome and restrictive
regulatory regime based solely on theoretical
issues.”
Once the deal was in place, the Biopharma industry had
no choice but to follow suit. It was literally painted into a
corner, as once FDA approval became the new artificial
“gold standard” in cell-based therapies, any company that
didn’t have it would be at a severe market disadvantage.
In the late 1990s, there was tremendous potential for
cells used to heal disease, but as the power of this new
tool unfolded, Pharma was left with a new set of
concerns. By the mid 2000s, another trend was emerging
in stem cells.

While the Bush Administration’s ban on embryonic stem
cells was in effect, the amount of research on ESCs was
diminishing. As a result, many large universities switched
their focus from ESCs to ASCs. In the years following,
there was exponential growth in ASC research. The
picture that was emerging was astounding — the average
person had stem cells in their body that could be used to
heal disease. This upset the apple cart of the original
Pharma business plan, placing ESCs in a vial and
distributing these cells the same as chemical drugs.
The fact that you have stem cells in your body that can be
used to heal you really messes with the traditional drug
marketplace. For example, what would happen to
established multibillion-dollar drug markets if chronic
diseases could be cured by cheap and inexpensive
surgical procedures using stem cells? And, what if
doctors using stem cells no longer needed to use many
chemical drugs? More concerning, what if doctors no
longer needed Big Pharma at all? Since stem cells are in
the bodies of their patients, one could easily envision a
world where Big Pharma’s stranglehold on modern
medicine would be broken.
As the incredible powers of these cells was being
unveiled by a handful of researchers, major universities
soon realized that stem cell-related grants meant cash for
otherwise cash-strapped university science departments.
All of these forces aligned to turn what should have been
a short lab-bench-to-patient-bedside process into a
bureaucratic nightmare.
This nightmare would ultimately lead to regulatory
blocking and tackling, Pharma hand-wringing over
maximizing the commercialization of cells and an
explosion of stem cell-related grants that shifted
scientists’ focus more toward the paper chase of getting
additional grants than on discovering actual cures.

The Midnight Change that “Changed”
Everything
After the deal was struck, the FDA had its dominoes
aligned to fall; but it still had one serious problem. The 21
CFR 1271 regulations still allowed autologous cells (the
patient’s own tissue) to be regulated as a simple
transplant or not at all. This meant that Genzyme’s
competitors for Carticel could simply register their
processes with FDA and begin using these ASCs to treat
patients, rather than go through a lengthy pre-approval
process.
Worst yet, your doctor down the street, who isn’t at all
regulated by FDA, could use your cells to treat your
disease. This spelled disaster for the FDA-Pharma
alliance that created Cells=Drugs. However, the last time
FDA had asked medical providers what they thought of
Cells=Drugs, they got an earful; so, it seemed unlikely
that medical providers would allow additional changes to
the regulation.
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The FDA solved its problem by an epic end around the
rules governing the public notice for changes to
regulations — a sneaky midnight change accomplished
by a simple one-word substitution.
What’s in a word? A lot. By changing one word, the FDA
dramatically altered the intent of the regulation without
permitting the public comment period that is required by
law. The FDA changed the phrasing “into another
human” to “into a human.” While the change was
practically invisible to all but the most ardent watchers of
regulatory language, it had a huge impact.
The change took the regulations designed to safely grow
masses of cells in large bioreactors in a drug factory and
instead applied them, like a square peg into a round hole,
to the stem cells in your body. This meant that you no
longer had the right to use your cells to save your life.
Also, by changing a single word, the FDA granted itself
sweeping new powers to regulate your body. Finally, the
FDA also inserted itself into the practice of medicine,
smashing the “Great Wall” between itself and doctors.
Why this sudden change defining your cells as drugs? In
effect, the change extended the crushing regulatory
burden of drug development to the use of stem cells by
doctors. Forgetting about the hundreds of millions of
dollars that are needed to pursue a drug approval, the
drug factory regulations alone when applied to single
patients’ stem cells made using the patients’ own cells
cost-prohibitive.
What else was accomplished by the regulatory sleight of
hand? The FDA basically took doctors out of the
equation; now, only Pharma could afford to
commercialize stem cells as drugs. While ASCs leveled
the innovation playing field between Big Pharma and
doctors, this move by FDA tilted it precipitously back in
Pharma’s direction.
There was little notice of this change until doctors began
using stem cells to treat their patients. One of the
academics that did notice was professor and legal
scholar Mary Ann Chirba, J.D., S.Sc., M.P.H. and Ph.D.,
of Boston College. She provided vivid insight into the
shortcomings of this midnight change in addition to her
proposed solution, as part of her opposing comment
submitted during the FDA’s 2011 Periodic Reviews of
Existing Regulations.
Dr. Chirba believes the FDA urgently needs to reclassify
therapies in which patients use their own stem cells. In
her critique of the FDA’s actions, she states that holding
one’s own adult stem cells to the same rigorous
regulations as mass-produced stem cell therapies, where
tissues from a donor are used, is illogical since both
procedures have very different risk profiles for patients.

From Dr. Chirba’s submission to the FDA:
Obviously, treating autologous [the patient’s
own cells] and allogeneic HCT/Ps [stem cells
grown in drug factories] as carrying
comparable risks directly contravenes the FDA’s
prior stance that autologous cells involve
“minimal, if any, risk.” Moreover, making this
change in such a covert manner – i.e., without
following the legally required process of notice
and comment rulemaking – unfairly
disadvantages the very actors who are most
likely to develop and use autologous therapies,
i.e., surgeons and physicians engaged in the
(state regulated) practice of medicine. And it is no
small matter that these actors, on the front lines
of therapeutically and economically necessary
innovation, are also the least likely to have the
legal resources or prior awareness of the need to
comb each year’s Code of Federal Regulations
for subtle word changes.
Dr. Chirba further makes the point that this “subtle word
change” impedes a physician’s normal ability to develop
new therapies and brings forth new economic and
bureaucratic burdens in the form of endless
Investigational New Drug (IND) filings. She also
emphasizes that the change and resulting increase in
IND filings are also not in the best interest of an already
under-resourced FDA.
On this point, it’s worth reflecting a moment. The FDA at
best provides oversight over tens of thousands of drugmanufacturing and tissue-processing facilities. With about
one million physicians in the United States, how would
the FDA “inspect” and regulate every physician?
Describing the new regulation code as “neither consistent
nor efficient,” Dr. Chirba explicitly states that it
“compromises what should be the agency’s paramount
objective: optimizing patient safety by increasing the
availability of low-risk, minimally invasive therapies that
harness the power of a patient’s own cells to cure or at
least mitigate what ails them.”
Understandably, Dr. Chirba’s proposed solution begins
with the FDA rescinding its word change (a) and reinstating the prior wording (another) and then reexamining its stance on the regulation of cells. She
suggests that the FDA treat autologous stem cell
therapies in the same capacity it currently treats in-vitro
fertilization (IVF) therapies, rather than classify them as
drug therapies.
How does the FDA treat IVF? IVF stands for “in-vitro”
fertilization, a medical procedure where a doctor fertilizes
an egg outside the body to help infertile couples
conceive. While IVF fertility treatments take two cells from
different donors, often with heavy-handed genetic
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manipulation and cell culture, IVF is not regulated as a
drug. In fact, it was granted an exception from the
Cells=Drugs policy, despite the fact that if one applied the
rest of the cell regulations to IVF it would be regulated as
a drug. If FDA doesn’t regulate IVF, who does?
The state medical boards provide regulation of the
doctors who perform the procedure and physician
organizations such as the College of American Pathology
(CAP) and the Society for Assisted Reproductive
Techniques provide clinical guidelines. IVF is a good
example of why the Cells=Drugs policy makes no
common sense, as this more invasive cell-based
procedure is well regulated without the FDA’s
involvement.

What Would We Gain If IVF Were a Drug? A Case
Study in How Regulation Dictates Medical
Choices
IVF fertility treatments are very popular, with more than
60,000 IVF children born every year in the United States,
and just over 1% of live births being conceived through
this technology. The big issue with IVF is the immense
out-of-pocket cost, with each cycle running about $15,000
US. For most childless couples, this means that IVF is out
of reach. How much would IVF cost if the FDA made it a
drug? First, the additional cost would be needed to fund
two new requirements: FDA approval and increased lab
regulations. Pharma companies would need to submit
expensive drug-approval requests, adding to the price.
On average, these could easily run into the tens of
millions of dollars each. Let’s say the entire fertility
industry needed 10 different $50-million drug approvals
and the cost had to be amortized over a 10-year period,
with a 10% annual return to satisfy investors. That
additional expense adds $2,500 per procedure. In
addition, IVF labs are not currently run using “current
good manufacturing practice” (cGMP) drug factory
guidelines, which regulate how drugs are to be safely
produced by the millions.
Instead, they use much less strict, but appropriate,
medical practice guidelines established by CAP. Adding
drug factory regulations to IVF would add approximately
another $5,000 per case. Therefore, taking an already
safely used medical technology and turning it into a drug
takes a $15,000 procedure and turns it into about a
$22,500 procedure.
What’s more, none of this added regulation would
measurably increase the safety of IVF. If we assume that
the average couple that could afford a $15,000 procedure
must earn at least $75,000 a year to be able to set aside
this amount to afford a single IVF cycle, then about 27%
of households can afford that procedure now. However, if
we increase the price of IVF by 50%, then the mean
household income that can afford the procedure drops to
just 16% of U.S. couples.

Did This Midnight Change Even Make Common
Sense?
When should a surgical procedure be made into a drug?
The one-word change extended drug approval and
manufacture processes to your cells and any surgical
procedure involving those cells. Does this even make
common sense?
There were two basic concepts that the FDA could have
used to regulate cells: regulate them based on public
health policy or take a “line in the sand” approach based
on how much the cells are manipulated in processing. If
cells were regulated based on public health policy, you
wouldn’t be reading this book. This would have been the
more logical approach because it doesn’t make sense to
treat your cells like a mass-produced drug. Regrettably,
the agency chose to regulate stem cells based on the
extent of the processing, which caused real problems
when it added the stem cells in your body to the list of
drugs it regulates.
Public health policy has driven a century of federal
regulation under the Food Drug and Cosmetic Act
(FDCA). The basic concept is simple: things that involve
a one-on-one risk exposure are regulated locally, and
things that expose many people to risk based on one
manufacturing event are regulated federally. This riskbased division makes sense — why would, and how
could, the FDA concern itself with regulating what
happened locally in every U.S. town? Instead, it has
focused on regulating mass production, where a single
“bad batch” of something (whether it’s food, drugs or
medical widgets) can hurt many people in many states.
Anything your doctor does is an individually consented
risk, not a mass-production risk. Thus, the risk of any
doctor using stem cells is really no different than any
other type of risk from any other procedure. This is
because whatever the risk of using stem cells, it is equal
to an existing surgical procedure since the risk is to one
patient who understands the potential for harm.
Moreover, the FDA’s concepts for drugs of purity and
potency don’t make much sense when we’re discussing
your stem cells, as that tissue is only as healthy as you
are. It can’t have a uniform “potency” like a chemical
drug, as that will change from person to person and
tissue to tissue.
On the other side of the public health risk coin is drugmanufacture risk. Since drugs are mass distributed, we
depend on them having a uniform potency (i.e., 1 mg. of
drug X from manufacturer A is as potent as 1 mg. of the
same drug from manufacturer B). In addition, any given
patient is never asked to sign a consent form for taking a
new drug, as the FDA provides certain assurances about
how safe or effective the drug will be.
Before the FDA’s one-word, midnight change in 2006 that
created the Cells=Drugs policy, the FDA’s regulatory
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focus was on the mass production of cells in bioreactors.
These factory operations take young donor stem cells
and grow them to mass quantities, just like a drug that is
produced en masse. In this case, applying federal drug
regulations made common sense, since a single bad
batch of cells could potentially make millions of people ill
all over the country.
However, after the midnight change, the FDA’s rules
could also be applied to the cells in your body, not just
mass-manufactured cells. The problem is that all of FDA’s
regulations regarding drugs are geared to control risks in
drug factories, not your doctor’s office; yet the new
change in language suddenly applied mass-manufacture
rules to a doctor and a patient.
Just how poorly do these mass-manufacturing guidelines
apply to the processing of one person’s cells for their own
use? Since any given stem cell procedure using your
cells has about the same risk qualities as any given
surgical procedure, a good way to understand this square
peg in a round hole is to apply these drug regulations to
the local operating room. The operating room in your
local hospital is cleaned daily, maintains a “sterile
environment,” has numerous checks and double-checks,
and has sophisticated air handling to reduce the chance
of a surgical infection. Doctors wear scrubs, a surgical
gown, hats, masks, and maintain a strict “sterile field.”
While all of this is expensive, it’s nothing compared to
what would be needed if drug-manufacturing rules were
applied. At a minimum, the single operating room would
need an entire quality assurance department! The airhandling would need an expensive $500,000 upgrade for
each room and all the surfaces in the O.R. would need to
be swabbed down for contamination testing between
each case, which would also include the patient’s wound
and instruments used.
Even more illogical, all of the already FDA-regulated
cleaning solutions would need to be again tested on
every specific surface to make sure they work as
regulated. While all of this may make sense for a drug
factory pumping out millions of doses of drugs, none of it
would measurably increase the safety of your surgery. In
the process, your surgery wouldn’t cost thousands or tens
of thousands of dollars, but hundreds of thousands of
dollars, crippling our already costly medical care system.
Rather than focusing on a public health approach, FDA
drew a “line in the sand” to determine which cells were a
drug or a mere body part. To differentiate massproduction operations from simply preparing tissue for a
transplant, the FDA used the level of “manipulation” of the
cells. So, if a mass-production facility made changes to
the “relevant biologic characteristics” of the cells, the cells
became a drug. If this line wasn’t crossed, the cells would
be treated the same as any other transplant tissue with
far more lenient rules focused on ensuring that the tissue
didn’t carry a communicable disease.

While this line-in-the-sand approach made sense for what
the FDA regulated as either drugs or organs and tissues
for transplantation, it made no sense for physicians
processing their own patient's stem cells. As discussed
above, many big names in the medical industry cried foul
that the new regulations would ultimately infringe on a
territory the FDA has been historically prohibited from
treading on: doctors practicing medicine. This is because
the line that was meant to control mass-distribution risks
could also potentially be applied to doctors using one
patient’s cells. This is exactly what the FDA intended with
its midnight change.
To better understand how the FDA’s artificial line makes
no sense applied to one-on-one risks like a doctor using a
patient’s cells, consider the local restaurant down the
street as another apt example. Since the risk of any
contaminated food coming out the kitchen can at most
impact people in one city, the restaurant isn’t regulated by
the FDA, but instead the local health department. In the
same way, your doctor is regulated by the local health
department and the state medical board — not the FDA.
This makes sense for two key reasons: distribution of risk
and scope.
In the end, the FDA chose to regulate stem cells based
on a system that qualifies your stem cells as a drug, if
those cells are processed in certain ways. While you
might be saying to yourself, “Then, don’t process them
that way,” it isn’t that simple. For one, many patients have
problems that are unlikely to respond to stem cells that
are processed less than the FDA “drug” line.
Furthermore, the FDA has been busy moving the line so
that all cells are drugs, not just the manipulated ones.

Reprogenesis: A Case Study in the Negative
Effects of the Deal and the Midnight Change
The media focuses on what happens when a drug is
approved that turns out to be unsafe, but it rarely focuses
on what happens when unnecessary regulation prevents
good therapies from making it to market. There’s an
excellent, high-level academic discussion of this issue
that was published by the Independent Institute.
Reprogenesis was a small university-based company that
cultured cells to help treat the dreaded disease of
childhood urinary reflux. Children with this disease can
suffer damage to their kidneys because their internal
“plumbing” is abnormal. While the problem can be treated
surgically, the surgery itself carries significant risks to the
child. Reprogenesis pioneered a simple treatment that
fixed the problem using the patient’s own cultured cells
and allowed the cells to be implanted using an
endoscope, without the need for surgery. These
implanted cells added an artificial urinary valve in a part
of the ureter that had no natural valve.
Reprogenesis was also one of the companies that
responded to the FDA’s request for comments on its
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decision to turn cells into drugs. Here’s one of the
comments from its 1996 letter:
“For example, FDA does not regulate bone
marrow or other organ transplants. A similar
approach should apply to autologous cells
implanted for reconstruction or repair.
Moreover, it would be difficult for the FDA to
argue that autologous cells grown pursuant to a
physician's decision to use the cells as a
structural implant (for example, for the treatment
of VUR) are a product subject to FDA regulation,
as opposed to a treatment that is clearly within
the practice of medicine and properly beyond the
FDA's authority.”
While this breakthrough treatment would have led to the
world’s first cell-based, non-surgical, 15-minute therapy
for VUR, the company instead went out of business,
unable to raise enough capital for full FDA approval. This
was in contrast to Genzyme, which got a free pass on its
technology. What ever happened to this type of cell
therapy for VUR? A search of the National Library of
Medicine shows that it was relegated to the dustbin of
history.

Other Secondary Effects of the Deal and the
Change: Productizing the Practice of Medicine
Even today, the FDA continues to narrow its definition of
what it considers a stem cell drug. As a result, many cell
therapies that were previously considered a simple
transplant tissue regulated to control communicable
disease transmission, or regulated under the practice of
medicine, have since been “productized.” What was
considered by doctors last year to certainly be exempt
from FDA drug regulation has now been swallowed up by
the ever-expanding list of cells the FDA considers a drug.
Here’s a partial list. Realize that there is very little benefit
to patients from this new regulation, while each cell type
turned from body part to drug affects you and me in the
form of tremendously increased costs and delayed
access to these therapies.
Cord blood cells
By 2009, there had already been more than 15,000 cord
blood transplants worldwide. In the United States, more
than one-half of all stem cell transplants from unrelated
donors in children now use cord blood. Most pediatric
patients who have received cord blood transplants were
affected by leukemia, lymphoma, severe aplastic anemia,
and other lethal diseases of the blood or immune system
as well as certain inherited metabolic diseases. Despite
the fact that cord blood banks have been saving lives with
this tissue for more than a decade, the FDA announced in
2009 that cord blood should become a drug. Huh? As a
result, the costs to obtain cord blood have markedly
increased while the safety profile remains unchanged.

In 2011, the first cord stem cell “drug” was “approved”
(it had already been widely used, so outside of the press
release nothing was new).
Adipose cells
These cells are processed at the bedside during fattransfer surgeries where a surgeon moves fat from one
part of the body and places it in another. The basic
procedure has been performed for more than a century.
However, the FDA recently asserted that if the structure
of the fat is broken down, as is common in a new sameday stem cell procedure being performed by physicians,
then this creates a drug of the patients’ own cells. The
FDA’s Tissue Reference Group (TRG) has in fact sent
letters to physicians performing adipose cell transfers,
stating that even if they process these cells during the
same surgical procedure in their offices with no culture
involved, the practice is still creating a new drug. The
FDA also recently sent a Warning Letter to one company
that was processing fat on behalf of physicians. The
reason is that the FDA believes that processing fat
extends beyond the mythical line it has drawn in the sand
to separate a tissue from a drug — the minimal
manipulation line. If a tissue processing crosses this
imaginary line, it’s a drug. The letters point out that the
simple breakdown of the structural component of fat
crosses this line and turns the fat into a drug.

Allosource and Parcell Labs
Allosource and Parcell Laboratories are small companies
processing tissue for transplant. They both had tissue
products that contained stem cells that were regulated as
a tissue transplant. The FDA has much less stringent
regulations if, for example, a company wants to sell
cadaver bone for use in surgery in that these products
aren’t treated the same as a new drug. The only
requirement is that you follow a minimal set of safety
standards processing the tissue and you test for
communicable diseases (nobody wants to get bone or an
organ that’s infected with Hepatitis or AIDS). Regrettably,
both companies made the mistake of playing in Pharma’s
sandbox by rightfully stating that their tissue grafts also
contained stem cells. Bad move, as they soon had
untitled letters from the FDA. What’s fascinating about the
FDA’s moves in these last two cases is that they don’t
use the “more than minimal” manipulation line. The letters
instead focus on the language that the cells have
“metabolic activity” in the body. Again, huh?
Since all cells have such activity, the FDA seems to
be making a clear statement that all cells are drugs.

Cytori
When is a device a drug? The insanity of Cells=Drugs
has even spilled over into medical devices. Doctors need
devices to do their healing work. Think “scalpel.” Because
of the Great Wall separating the FDA from the practice of
medicine, and the fact that medicine would come to a
standstill without tools and “one-off” devices, device
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regulation has been handled differently than drug
regulation. The manufacturer can point to a “predicate”
device (one that already exists) and receive a rapid
approval to sell the tool. In addition, physicians have a
long history of creating their own devices to fit the needs
of an individual patient, free from the FDA and
categorized under the practice of medicine. This can
range from bending the tip of a needle to having the
hospital prosthetist create a unique brace for a unique
patient.
Cytori Therapeutics is a company that created a new
device to process fat to isolate stem cells resident in the
tissue. It’s a simple process and, in Europe, the machine
was quickly granted approval. In the United States,
however, the part of the FDA that regulates stem cells
has made it a nightmare to get the machine approved
[see the FDA’s response to Cytori’s eventual suit claiming
the FDA violated 510K provisions by not approving the
machine].
In essence, while the FDA admitted the machine does
what it says it should do and produces a mix of cells free
from contamination (all that’s required to get it approved),
it claimed that since the product of the machine was the
patient’s own stem cell mix, it would consider the
machine the same as a new drug.
The big concern raised was that the machine’s stem cell
mix could be used off-label by a doctor (the machine’s
approval was to treat a rare disease). As you’ve already
learned, off-label use by doctors has been considered
sacred and important by the courts, a distinct benefit to
society. In essence, the FDA’s argument is like saying
that since a scalpel can be used to hold up a
convenience store as well as in surgery, we need to make
sure that the approval for the scalpel includes the
possibility of harm caused by using it to commit a
robbery.
As you might imagine, this regulatory change would bring
modern medicine to its knees, as many devices are used
off-label to help the patient and many can be used with
the intent to harm. In addition, it violates the judge’s order
in U.S. v. Evers and ignores his conclusion that off-label
use by doctors is important to society.

The Provenge Belly Flop
Provenge is a unique way to treat severe prostate cancer
using the patient’s own cells. It involves taking a certain
type of white blood cells and incubating those in a way
that creates immune cells capable of attacking the
cancer. The process helps terminal cancer patients
survive from approximately four to eight months longer.
However, Provenge is also an example of what happens
financially when you take a medical procedure and turn it
into a drug: the cost explodes without any additional
benefit to patients.
From here it’s likely best to let the creator of the

procedure, a Stanford cancer specialist, tell the story:
“When I started this work in the early 1990s, no
IND was required because cellular therapy was
not regulated by the FDA,” Edgar Engleman,
M.D., co-founder of Dendreon, told GEN; Dr.
Engleman discovered the potential of harnessing
the body’s immune cells to treat cancer while he
was at Stanford University School of Medicine.
‘I did apply for and received IRB approval at
Stanford, but this was before the company got
going,’ he recalled. ‘We were performing very
small clinical studies with dendritic cells in
patients with cancer. Because we were giving
patients back their own cells, the general
expectation was that the approach was going to
be safe, and this proved to be the case.’
Subsequent to these early experiments, he
explained, the FDA decided to regulate cellular
therapies and created new guidelines intended
primarily to assure product sterility. ‘While the
guidelines may be welcome by some and
certainly provide an additional measure of safety,
as a consequence of these regulations the cost
of preparing cellular therapies has skyrocketed,
making it impossible for most academic-based
investigators including ourselves to perform the
types of clinical experiments we did almost 20
years ago.’ Dr. Engleman was referring to one
aspect of the fairly agonizing regulatory process
that would eventually be required for the FDA’s
approval of Provenge: preparation of autologous
cells under GMP conditions.”
What’s the cost Dr. Engleman is referring to? Provenge
costs $93,000 a dose! Why so much? EXCESSIVE
REGULATION. That’s approximately two times the
average family household income. Based on my
experience with cell culture and the standard used to
culture human embryos in IVF, the real cost of Provenge,
if it were a medical procedure, would be in the $8,000 to
$15,000 range, approximately the cost of various IVF
procedures. Obviously, this excessive cost due to
regulation has also hurt sales of the “drug.” Even if the
company can increase sales, does society really benefit
from a $93,000 “drug” — one that we all pay for, in terms
of higher insurance premiums and taxes — that really
should be a $10,000 medical procedure?

Why Is This Happening? Regulatory Blocking
and Tackling for Pharma
Why turn existing safe and, in some instances, proven
effective therapies from body parts into drugs? The
reason is simple. Remember, an FDA without
Cells=Drugs is a much smaller agency 20 years from
now, when much of modern medicine will be cell-based.
In addition, why not let the FDA tell you itself? In one of
our first lawsuits against FDA, they filed a motion to
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dismiss the case. Their brief answered the question with
this statement:
“Defendants’ ... cultured cell product could
depress the market for out-of-state drugs that
are approved by FDA. Given these
circumstances, there can be no serious question
that defendants’ activities fall within the reach of
federal power.”
Couldn’t have said it better myself!

Won’t We Get Stem Cells Anyway?
You might be asking yourself, well if we just wait long
enough, we’ll get stem cells for everything that ails us
through the FDA-approved path, right? Wrong.

The Insanity of the “Arthritis Injections Outside
the Knee” Example: Why Getting FDA-approved
Stem Cells in a Bottle won’t solve our Problem
An example of how our existing FDA process stifles
innovation and hurts patients is the use of “Hyaluronic
Acid” (HA) injections in knees. This helpful substance has
been used as a “WD-40” type of lubricant for arthritic
knees since the 1990s. There are many different brands
on the market that can be used to treat the painful
symptoms of knee arthritis. With research showing that
HA can be used in the hip and other joints to help
arthritis, you would think insurance companies would also
pay for its use in these areas. However, despite two
decades of safe use of HA in the knee, we’re still limited
to treating ONLY knee arthritis.
As of this writing, there are 104 research studies indexed
in the U.S. National Library of Medicine on using HA to
treat hip arthritis. There is also not much difference
between the knee and the hip when it comes to using this
artificial lubricant; but despite all of this, the FDA has
never approved the use of HA outside the knee. This
means that insurance companies won’t let us treat hips
with HA, despite the fact that it works. We have had quite
a few patients pay for these injections in the hip
themselves and they work, but the cost is prohibitive for
most patients.
The same will hold true for stem cells, which will make a
vial of HA look cheap! FDA approval of a few applications
for stem cells won’t mean that you’ll be able to access
these cells for what ails you. For example, if stem cells
are approved for knee arthritis, just like the HA example,
don’t bet on using them in your hip or ankle, and having
your insurer cover that use. The use of these cells in
other areas or for other conditions will place handcuffs on
you and your doctor due to their very high cost.

CHAPTER 5: THE EVIDENCE
BEHIND “EVIDENCE-BASED” MEDICINE
Christopher J. Centeno, M.D.

We want our doctors to deliver safe and effective medical
care, so it makes some sense that there has been a push
toward more and more medical research through the
years. That said, in the debate over whether your doctor
should treat you with stem cells outside of drug approval
trials, many have argued that there is a lack of Evidence
Based Medicine (EBM). They believe that treating any
patient without the kind of strict medical evidence
established through the FDA approval process is wrong.
However, what's the evidence that EBM is right?
EBM began as a common-sense movement to improve
medical science, an admirable goal. However, it has
instead morphed into an almost religious movement. This
approach preaches a “top-down” system to develop new
therapies where very large studies are required before
medical care can be first used in everyday patients. At
first blush this makes sense, but the argument breaks
down once one considers that most medical care wasn’t
developed this way.
Doctors have often innovated by using the opposite
“bottom-up” approach, using care they’ve observed firsthand to help individual patients and applying their
experience to hone treatment protocols and, later, big
research studies. Does our top-heavy, evidence-based
research system facilitate your health — or has it lost its
way and sometimes stand in the way of progress? Who
stands to gain from EBM? Do we need both systems, or
should we scrap the physician-innovation approach?
The supporters of the EBM movement have created a
Hobson’s choice, pretending that there is only one valid
way to develop new therapies: their way. However, if we
had taken this approach historically, we wouldn’t have
many of the medical miracles we take for granted today.
In reality, it is neither feasible nor a good idea to think that
only first gathering exhaustive amounts of research can
lead to the discovery of new and viable treatments.
Let me explain by giving an example of what would
happen if you got into a horrible car crash tomorrow.
Believe it or not, most of the medical care that would be
used to save your life, mend your broken bones and
rehabilitate you back to square one doesn’t have high
levels of research to show it works. So, does the EBM
concept work in the ER? Nope — and certainly not if you
got into a car crash because much of that care wouldn’t
meet this research standard. If doctors were forced to
adhere to EBM exclusively, you would literally be told that
the doctors’ hands were tied due to a lack of EBM, while
lying there with broken bones and unable to move.
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How did we get here?
Reductionism: Trying to Make the Complex
Simple
This inherent disconnect between the academic research
world and the real world of clinical practice is due to
“reductionism,” a way of boiling down real-world complex
problems into simple research questions. Almost all
medical research we have available to us today follows
reductionist theory. So, when a research scientist
constructs a medical research study to test if Drug X
works on patients with Disease Y, one of the first things
needed is strict inclusion and exclusion criteria. These
criteria serve as filters to only allow patients with a very
limited set of medical problems into the study. For
example, your inclusion criteria might be that the patient
has disease Y. Your exclusion criteria will then be that any
of the other common diseases seen in patients like this
are excluded (for example, as above, patients with
Diseases A, B, G, and Z can’t join the study).
While this makes sense to the medical scientist, as the
goal of a research study is to reduce the variables to one
question so you get a valid answer, it often produces
research that doesn’t apply to real patients. In the end, a
doctor must make the solution fit the patient, even one
who suffers from a host of diseases and conditions that
likely weren’t accounted for in the original research.

Sir Jeffreys vs. Sir Fisher: The Bayesian vs.
Frequentist Showdown
In order to understand how we got to our current state of
evidence-based medicine, you need to understand the
past. Mark Twain once said, “There are three kinds of
lies: lies, damned lies and statistics.” Most of us, like
Twain, view the topic of “statistics” with some disdain and
fear. This part of our high school or college math was
confusing at best and “Chinese” at worst. However, to
understand how we got our current top-down approach of
medical research, we need to learn some history about
the outcome of an academic “pissing match” over
statistical theory that happened in the 1930s.
At the time, there were two different and competing
schools of thought on how to interpret research findings:
Bayesian and Frequentist. When scientists perform
research, they collect lots of information. How do you
interpret all of this data to find trends? For example, in
medical research, which treatment works? In the 1930s,
there were two very different ways to figure out what all of
this data meant.

The term Bayesian refers to Thomas Bayes (1702–1761),
who proved a special case of what is now called Bayes'
theorem in a paper titled, "An Essay towards Solving a
Problem in the Doctrine of Chances." Basically, the
movement that came out of this paper reflected the real
world in statistical math: that our future decisions should
be reflected by what we learned from past experiences.
So, for example, to apply this to medical science, if a
research study begins to show that treatment X works
better than treatment Y, the research should be adjusted
in real time to reflect this fact. In addition, the outcome of
Bayesian analysis is often a range of possible answers.
Thus, Bayesian reasoning tries to shoehorn the real world
into a mathematical model; and like the real world, the
statistics will tell you that A likely works better than B. One
of the problems with this type of analysis is that, like life, it
can produce an uncertain result (A is “sort of” better than
B).
Frequentism is the opposite brother of statistical theory.
For those who remember the TV show, “The Odd
Couple,” Bayesian stats are like Oscar Madison (messy),
and frequentism is like Felix Unger (neat). While
Bayesian math tries to deal with the disorganized real
world, frequentism tries to keep a clean house and find
order in chaos by inserting an artificial degree of certainty.
The concept was first birthed in the mind of the tutor of
Alexander the Great, Aristotle. He wrote, “ " the
probable is that which, for the most part, happens.”
Essentially, it’s a system of research observation that
plays the law of averages, looking for things that happen
“frequently.” For lab-bench research, where every
variable can be tightly controlled, this approach works
pretty well. In the medical world, it tries to take real-world
patients and shoehorn them into artificial conditions, so
they can be better studied. The nice thing about
frequentism is that you get a very certain answer (A is
certainly better than B); the problem is that the answer
may be artificially certain. For example, criticisms have
been leveled against this type of statistical analysis
because, while the answer seems to be a sure thing, it
may not represent the actual fact that A is better than B.
The showdown between the two theories of how we
should look at scientific probability would eventually
determine how 99.9% of our medical research is
conducted today. This disagreement came to a head in
the 1930s with a scientific street fight between two British
scientists, Sir Harold Jeffreys (1891–1989) and Sir
Ronald Fisher (1890–1962). Jeffreys was a theoretical
physicist who used sophisticated mathematical models to
study the Earth and solar system.
Since his hypotheses were always uncertain, needing
revision or even abandonment in the face of incoming
results, Jeffreys tried to construct a formal theory of
scientific reasoning based on Bayesian probability. Fisher
was an agricultural statistician specializing in problems of
genetic inheritance. Since his view of the world was more
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certain (i.e., either my plants have inherited a gene for big
leaves or not), he regarded Bayesian methods as silly
and misleading, and worked to replace them with
frequentism.
Throughout the 1930s, the two scientists dueled in a
series of journal articles. One would attack the other in
writing, as only scientists can, often referencing obscure
probability theory with smack-downs told via the universal
language of mathematics. Ultimately, the confrontation
between the two men during the early 1930s proved
inconclusive: though the two theories were incompatible,
each was defensible. Frequentism ultimately won
because it made a messy real world “artificially” neat, and
scientists thrive on certainty. The Bayesian approach
championed by Jeffreys, though adopted by many
scientists and statisticians during the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, was gradually abandoned after the
1930s. Eventually, Bayesian medical research would
make a comeback, but not before our entire world view of
research was firmly ensconced in the frequentist camp.

How has Frequentism Changed Medicine?
A frequentist study is a great way to perform research,
where everything can be tightly controlled and the
outcome of the experiment is very certain. However,
controlling how medical care is delivered to different and
unique patients, much less the outcome of treatment in
any given patient, is far from certain. Despite this,
frequentism often forces researchers to use “one size fits
all” medicine and limits the analysis of the data to playing
the law of averages (the outcome that happens
“frequently”).
Since frequentist research is focused on finding the least
common denominator, it often completely fails when the
results are applied to customized medicine. The issue is
that, in this type of research, the needs of any individual
patient aren’t important; instead, it’s all about what works
for most people.
As an example, a frequentist medical research study
begins with the above strict inclusion and exclusion
criteria and then goes from start to end, usually only
testing one treatment. To get to “statistical significance,”
where the statistics show clearly that one therapy is
working better than another, massive numbers of patients
are often treated — all with the exact same treatment. I
equate this type of research to an aircraft carrier
lumbering in the open ocean. While it is undeniably
powerful, producing very high-quality research, it’s also
ridiculously expensive and can’t adjust its course to factor
in what’s happening around it at any particular moment. It
represents the “old guard” of medical research.
As a result of these problems with traditional frequentist
research, many researchers have proposed reviving
Bayesian methods. This new type of medical research is
called an adaptive clinical trial and employs a method of

constant evaluation to determine which treatments are
producing the best results. That data is then used to
make changes to the study, often “doubling down” on the
therapy that seems to be working to increase the chance
of one of the treatments being effective. This new trial
design moves frequentist trials more in the direction of
how physicians innovate: they observe what’s worked in
the past to try to predict what will work better in the future.

One Size DOES NOT Fit All in Patient Therapy
EBM and frequentist studies are helpful, and they often
provide a strong foundation for developing and applying
new therapies. However, when the concept is applied to
medical research, it is more about what has been shown
to work collectively for everybody than about what’s
effective for the individual patient. In essence, it’s “one
size fits all” research.
Applying data collected using the law of averages often
doesn’t apply to individual patients. Let me give you a
common-sense example. A study looking at the average
height of men in the United States would find that it’s
about 5 feet, 9.5 inches. If we tried to use that information
to create one-size-fits-all clothing, it would be a disaster.
Observing any clothing store, you would immediately
recognize that clothes for men come in many different
sizes. In fact, some men are so large or so small that they
need to go to specialty stores to buy their unusual sizes.
This simple thought exercise captures our national EBM
movement in medicine, an attempt to use empirical,
reductionist medical research to play the law of averages
to create one-size-fits-all medicine.

Religion and EBM
There is a devout belief that EBM is the absolute cure for
whatever ails medicine. Discussing EBM with a scientist
or university physician can be like discussing religion with
an evangelical. EBM has been with us as a religious type
of movement for more than two decades, driven in large
part by the vested interests profiting from EBM, namely
large universities and the medical research industry.
Much of our new health reform legislation is based on the
concept that a whole nation of doctors using EBM to
guide their decisions will save money and improve
outcomes.
Not so fast, say some scientists.
In fact, the entire EBM quasi-religious movement has also
been criticized as a huge plunge of faith down an
expensive rabbit hole. A 2008 editorial by Cohen and
Hersh lays out the problems with EBM. These include
empiricism, too narrow a focus, no practical evidence that
it works, and challenges when applying EBM to the
individual patient.
In summary, while our blind-faith reliance on EBM may
help some doctors make better decisions about certain
patients, it also alienates the individual patient. The
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individual in EBM is simply not important, as the law of
averages rules the day.

The FDA “Frequentist” Aircraft Carrier
As discussed, billions of dollars are spent on the studies
to get a single drug approved, largely because of a
reliance on frequentist research methods. The problem
with the approach is that it’s about as nimble as trying to
get an aircraft carrier to run an obstacle course. Both
FDA trials and aircraft carriers just aren’t designed to be
that responsive.
How can this approach reduce our scientific knowledge
rather than enhance it?
Take, for example, a multi-million dollar study that
demonstrates halfway through that the “bet” the doctors
made when they started the study (that Drug X would
cure Disease Y) isn’t paying off. The frequentist approach
would be to complete the study, at great expense, and at
its end determine if the drug worked. The problem is that,
not only are the researchers losing valuable time and an
opportunity to help real patients, but the cost of such trials
frequently breaks the bank so that future trials aren’t
feasible. Ironically, all that may have been required to
make the study a success may have been a small tweak
of the treatment protocol, which the doctors on the
ground treating patients could have suggested. But, the
study design doesn’t allow changes until the study is
done. This is one reason that many researchers are
trying adaptive trial designs since they do allow for some
flexibility. To the FDA’s credit, they are beginning to allow
a few adaptive trial designs to be used.

The House Always Wins
The good in frequentist research is that, if you place your
bet correctly on the right treatment, just like a high stakes
bet in a casino, you get a huge payoff. In this case the
payoff is very high-quality data that shows that Treatment
X or Drug X is effective. The downside is that, just like a
casino, many bets are squandered with only the house
raking in the profits.
Who is the “house?” Just like the casinos take the profits
created by all the bets that don’t pay off, in the case of
traditional medical research, the house is the university
conducting the research. It isn’t unusual for them to take
30% to 40% of the research grant as administrative
overhead, i.e. “indirect costs.”
Regardless of the outcome of your research bet, the
house always wins in the end. In the same way,
regardless of the outcome of the research, the university
will benefit. That’s because the money being bet is
coming from either our tax dollars (usually through the
National Institutes of Health) or from private funding from
Pharma companies (which are largely funded by our
retirement accounts). This is one reason that many
universities have opposed significant FDA reform.

A Frequentist World with Few Medical
Treatments
If the frequentist approach to producing medical cures
and breakthroughs had been the only pathway to
discovery followed for the last century, we wouldn’t have
half of the modern medical miracles we all now take for
granted. This is because most never would have been
invented by the glacially slow and extremely
expensive frequentist process. So, where did half of
the medical breakthroughs come from if they didn’t come
from this type of traditional Pharma-style research?
Doctors.
Just about everything, from in-vitro fertilization to modern,
open-heart surgery to surgically stabilizing fractures with
plates and screws, was invented by physicians who
bypassed the frequentist system. This doesn’t mean they
didn’t do research; it just means that their research
method was opposite the FDA process.

The physician innovation approach is the opposite,
leading to an inverted pyramid (see figure 1b). Doctors
start with new treatments that they observe to work in
their patients. Word of mouth spreads at medical
conferences, which leads to some doctors performing
small studies (case series). This then leads to the same
type of RCTs that happen in the FDA approach, but only
after the procedure has been well honed by thousands of
physicians making improvements.
Physicans follow this more Bayesian approach by using
what’s worked in the past to adjust how to treat patients
in the future. On the Internet, this is called crowdsourcing, meaning a thousand people all over the world
who work to solve a single problem always trump the
efforts of a single individual. Again, this is just another
example of how the Internet has changed much of our
world except for FDA clinical trials.

The Curse of Generalizability
Frequentist research always has another problem. Since
getting a drug approved using this method is ridiculously
expensive, you want it to work for as many patients as
possible. This is called generalizability. To do this, you
create a drug with big and robust effects. However, drugs
that have big effects also have big side effects.
How does this world of aircraft-carrier studies and
epidemic side effects impact your health? We all respond
to drugs in different ways. I’m sure you’ve had the
experience of certain members of your family being
“lightweights” when it comes to drugs, while others must
take much more of the drug to show any effect at all.
Since we all respond to drugs differently, to make sure
that your drug can show a positive effect in almost
everyone, you need to make sure it’s very potent.
To use an analogy, you need a big sledgehammer of a
drug. However, the downside of increasing potency so
that the drug is generalizable to everyone is that you also
get more side effects. This has led to an epidemic of FDA
drug recalls, which increased more than 300% from 2006
to 2010. In essence, a big sledgehammer also does more
collateral damage than a smaller ball peen hammer.

Can our Hyper-focus on EBM Hurt Patients?

The Inverted Pyramid
You can consider the traditional FDA research approach
to follow a classic pyramid design (see figure 1a). A small,
randomized and controlled trial (RCT, a kind of research
where a patient either gets the treatment or a fake
placebo treatment) leads to a bigger RCT and then a
huge RCT.
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The concept of how patients may be harmed by stifling
innovation was also laid out nicely by the Independent
Institute, a free market group. Their very academic
discussion reveals that we have an FDA mindset that has
brainwashed the public about the goals of our regulatory
priorities.
Our current FDA is focused on not allowing a harmful or
ineffective drug to enter the market. They break this down
as follows:

Two Types of Error in the FDA Approval
Decision
Drug Is Beneficial

FDA Allows Correct Decision
the Drug

FDA Does
Not Allow
the Drug

Drug Is Harmful

Type 1 Error:
Allowing a harmful
drug. Victims are
identifiable and
traceable, and might
appear on Oprah.
Error is selfcorrecting.

Type 2 Error:
Correct Decision
Disallowing a beneficial
drug. Victims are not
identifiable and
scarcely even
acknowledged in the
abstract.
Error is not selfcorrecting.

Our current process has lead the public to believe that
there is only one kind of potential harm to patients, what
this document discusses as “type 1” error, or allowing a
harmful drug on the market. However, what we don’t hear
about is the “type 2” error, or the patients who have died
or been maimed by the fact that a beneficial therapy
wasn’t allowed.
The stem cell debate brings these issues front and
center. The attacks on physicians using stem cells have
focused on the premise that we need FDA approval to
prevent the public from being exposed to potentially risky
therapies that may not work. Nowhere in this discussion
are the stories of the patients who have lost their lives
because of the glacially slow FDA approval process.
What’s the real price of this delay in approving safe and
effective therapies?
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Robert Goldberg of Brandeis University states that FDA
delays in drug and device approvals have cost
approximately 200,000 lives over the past 30 years.
Think about that. While the FDA’s press department is
quick to release stories that show that they are being
vigilant in protecting safety by pulling therapies from the
market or not approving them, where is the discussion
about how many lives are being lost by slowing down or
killing the adoption of game-changing therapies?

A Case Study in the Human Consequences of
the Glacially Slow FDA System
One of the great people I picked up along the way in our
struggle to innovate for our patients was Barb Hanson,
who began a website called Stem Cell Pioneers. Barb is
a very courageous woman with her own serious medical
problem: severe COPD (emphysema). As a result, she
has served as a nexus for seriously ill patients to vet stem
cell therapies being offered around the globe. For Barb
and her other “pioneers,” stem cell therapy is no joke —
and many of them have literally died waiting for the FDA
to approve stem cell therapies.
What’s interesting to me is that, despite being interviewed
by many reporters who have been writing about stem cell
therapies and clinics, the human side of the equation that
Barb and her members represent is always somehow left
out of the story. Barb and company desperately want
access to good stem cell therapies. Yet, many of the ill
patients on this discussion board will perish well before
the FDA gets around to approving a single stem cell
therapy for critically ill patients, let alone one specific to
their disease.
I’m also frequently sent emails by the loved ones of
critically ill or severely handicapped people. Since we
only treat orthopedic injuries, the best I can usually do is
refer them to Barb. But what’s lacking in these patients is
any recognition of regulations, research grants or
protecting markets. They are interested in only one thing
— finding someone who might help.

CHAPTER 6: OUR CURRENT FDA REGULATORY
SYSTEM CAN’T HANDLE THE FUTURE OF MEDICINE
Christopher J. Centeno, M.D.

You take for granted that everything about your life these
days has been customized to you. The news that you
read has been picked by your friends or served up based
on certain keywords. The stuff advertised on the web
page you’re reading is being shown to you based on what
you’ve searched for or browsed.
The supplements you buy have grown from a few choices
with alphabet letters like A, B, and C to a large list of
instantly available and endless choices with odd names
that are barely recognizable. At the same time that
everything is being tailored to what works for you, much
of the drugs you take are still being served up like a
1960s TV dinner: prepackaged and one-size-fits-all.
Why?
Our current Food Drug and Cosmetic Act structure was
created in 1962, with slight modifications and updates
since that time. The world of 1962 had a massdistribution model for everything, including drugs.
Distributing anything in the 1960s was incredibly
expensive, so everything from widgets to new songs to
TV news to drugs had to be distributed in a homogenized
way by the millions to be commercially successful.
Take a hit song. The cost of promoting the song to record
stations, pressing records and distributing these to stores
was massive. As a result, your single had better be
appropriate for a mass market or you would quickly go
bankrupt. That same system today is dramatically
different.
The single is saved digitally on a computer server with
advertising and distribution costs of almost zero; hence,
the song can appeal to ever-smaller niche markets and
still be commercially successful. Sadly, even though the
stem cell revolution in modern medicine will allow for
twenty-first century niche therapies and true customized
medicine, our regulatory system is a 1960s-era model
meant to control the mass distribution of homogenized
drugs.
What we didn’t know in the 1960s was that all patients
are quite different, so mass-market drugs made sense to
treat what we thought were identical patients. We now
know this isn’t even remotely true. Over the next two
decades, medicine will undertake a twenty-first century
revamp equivalent to the discovery of modern antibiotics.
Although, unlike the last big revolution in health care,
which was focused on one-size-fits-all solutions, this one
will be focused on individual solutions for unique patients.
The problem is that our current 1960s-era, mass-
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manufacture regulatory regime will kill much of this
innovation.
More sinister still, you won’t know about all the medical
miracles you could have had. That’s because, without
being able to jump through the hoops of this expensive
and arcane system, the FDA has literally made it illegal
for you to be told about these therapies. In particular,
without a regulatory update bringing the FDA’s approach
into the twenty-first century, personalized stem cell
therapies, gene therapies and customized drugs will all
be commercial failures — crushed by the gargantuan
costs of an antiquated regulatory system.
Take the promise of genetic testing to reduce drug
reactions, called pharmacogenetics. Like the flying cars
that populated the future of our youth, widespread use of
customized medication regimens for patients has only
taken hold in a few fields where life-threatening disease is
common, mainly oncology.
Why? Oncology drugs have always been priced much,
much higher, as the number of patients being treated with
any given drug is smaller than the market for a
blockbuster drug that everyone must eventually take.
These higher prices have allowed some customization of
a few cancer drug regimens for the individual patient.
However, with the high cost of approval for most drugs for
widespread use, there’s simply no financial incentive for a
drug manufacturer to reduce the size of its market by
sponsoring research that shows its drug isn’t effective for
patients with certain genetic makeups.
The reverse is also true. One of the holy grails of
pharmacogenetics is the idea that certain drugs that don’t
work for the general population may work well in a small
subset of patients with unique genetics. Again, with the
fully loaded cost of a drug approval at billions of dollars,
only drugs that have massive markets get approved. The
smaller, custom-niche markets will never bear the
overwhelming regulatory burden.
One example of how medical schools are trying to push
the personalized medicine rock uphill is the Johns
Hopkins Personalized Medicine Research Center, funded
through a donation by billionaire philanthropist John
Malone. The goal here is to combine information
technology and genomics to decide which therapies work
best for which patients. Again, the concern is that, without
a regulatory overhaul, there’s nothing in it for drug
companies to reduce the size of their drug markets.

What’s the likelihood that we’ll get FDA reform that will
allow these individualized therapies to prosper? The
issue is that there are big stakeholders in the one-sizefits-all frequentist research approach, who stand to lose
billions if meaningful regulatory reform were to take hold.
So it’s unlikely that the future of medicine will evolve as it
should without another pathway available to doctors,
patients and universities.
In summary, in order for you to truly experience the future
of modern medicine, we need another system altogether
or a parallel one to balance access to new therapies, cost
and safety. We need a system that mirrors our current
long-tail information age. We need long-tail medicine.
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CHAPTER 7:
“LONG-TAIL” MEDICINE
Christopher J. Centeno, M.D.

What’s the “Long-tail?”
You may not know it, but the long tail has revolutionized
all aspects of your life. The concept was first described by
futurist Chris Anderson to describe how he saw the
Internet changing our lives and businesses. The basic
concept is that information technology allows us to sell
less of more, meaning that customized content delivered
to many people will trump mass-market solutions. Since
then, most of what you interact with today on the Internet
follows this strategy. In fact, the only part of society that
hasn’t fully embraced this phenomenon is drug
development and medicine.
Since the cost of disseminating and analyzing information
has trended toward zero, this allows ever-smaller niche
markets to be served. In the rest of the world outside of
medicine, this has meant that a large number of unique
items sold in relatively small quantities trumps selling one
item to a large mass market. For example, a collection of
100,000 movies that appeals to only tens of thousands of
people each, distributed using the Internet, is often more
effective than any one hit movie that is mass-distributed
to theaters. On the other hand, in medicine, we’re
heading the opposite direction. The more we increase the
regulatory costs of drug and device approval, the more
the manufacturers must seek larger and larger massmarket products to pay for those costs. In essence, the
greater we make the regulatory burden, the more we will
get therapies that resemble 1960s TV dinners, identical
and lacking the customization inherent to twenty-first
century solutions.

Is Long-Tail Theory Applied in Medicine at All?
The long tail is being applied in medicine. However, the
same kind of fundamental change that we have seen in
the rest of society can’t take place because a 1960s
regulatory system is blocking full implementation. Instead,
we see bits and pieces of it in information retrieval and in
how patients now locate doctors.
To illustrate this point, when I was in medical school in the
1980s, researching a single medical subject was an
arduous task that required armies of librarians when
performed in any quantity. It required going to a medical
school library and finding one of several massive books
known as “Index Medicus.” In that era, you almost
needed to be a medical librarian to know which “MESH”
subheading encompassed your research interest. Once
you determined which MESH was applicable, you would
then look in the Index for the articles that were under that
heading. You would invariably miss the newest ones, as
the book was literally outdated the moment it was printed.
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To actually locate an article relevant to a particular
subject, it was then necessary to go to the “stacks” and
find the corresponding medical journal, pull the
publication, copy the article and repeat the entire process
for the next subject. Fast-forward to present day, and the
process is entirely different. I now sit at my computer,
instantly access the US National Library of Medicine, type
in my interest, and all relevant articles are delivered in
seconds. What used to take weeks can be accomplished
in minutes. In fact, this type of simple, automated search
providing instant access to the world’s most up-to-date
research has led to more innovation by physicians, who
can become instant experts in arcane topics.
Sick patients are also benefiting from the long tail. A
doctor who is very skilled and learned about treating a
little-known or poorly studied illness used to have no way
to inform the world of his expertise. Now, a simple
physician website and an Internet search engine can
effortlessly connect a patient suffering from an illness with
a doctor who has expertise in treating it, even if the two
are a world apart.
While these two small changes have occurred in
medicine, most medical care hasn’t benefited from the
Information Age because of regulatory barriers to
innovation. While the United States is the capital of hightech innovation, this barrier to medical innovation is
causing us to lose our number-one biotechnology
ranking. On a recent trip to China, I learned that an
iPhone costs the average Chinese worker a few months’
salary, yet the Chinese line up in droves to buy new
iPhones from the United States. While we’re leading the
world in software and hardware innovation, most
companies are reducing investment in biotechnology in
the United States. In actuality, many companies are going
overseas to innovate.
How much have our regulatory policies driven drug
companies out of the United States? In 1999, nearly 27
percent of new drugs approved in the United States were
first tested in foreign countries. By 2008, that number was
a staggering 80 percent. That same year, the FDA
approved 10 new drugs based entirely on data collected
outside the United States. Based on my own attendance
at biotechnology stem cell conferences and discussions
about these issues with members of stem cell drugdevelopment teams, it appears the new “normal” for the
biotechnology industry is to seek foreign approval first for
any “stem cell drug.”

Once the drug is established outside the United States,
the goal is then to introduce it to the United States at
some point, after it’s making money elsewhere. Only at
that point will some drug companies even try to navigate
the FDA gauntlet. What this essentially means in many
instances is that foreign citizens will be accessing the
most advanced biotechnology well before U.S.
citizens get access to the technology that was often
funded by their tax dollars!
The concept that regenerative therapies will be
developed elsewhere, benefiting developing countries
first, is discussed extensively by William Haseltine, Pd.D.,
a Harvard professor and leader in the research and
business of biotechnology. Dr. Haseltine believes that
regenerative therapies aren’t traditional drugs, but instead
surgical procedures:
“Regenerative medicines, for the most part, will
be used for one patient at a time; they will be
either tissue or organs implanted in one patient
at a time.”
Dr. Haseltine also envisions that our expensive drugdevelopment process will eventually mean that
regenerative medicine therapies will be honed elsewhere:
“I think the process of drug development will be
inverted. Today, drugs and medical devices are
initially developed for use in wealthy countries
and then exported to poorer countries. In the
new model, medical products will first be
developed in poorer countries and eventually
be used in wealthier countries. The cost of drug
development is becoming prohibitive in richer
countries. Much of the work is now exported.
What has yet to be exported is the initial
marketing. I believe that the discipline of
competing in low margin countries will build very
efficient companies that will eventually dominate
the world markets, very much as has happened
in the electronics industry.

The Long Tail Has Always Been a Part of
Medicine
Dr. Haseltine also relays the story of an ophthalmology
clinic in India that has honed its regenerative cataract
therapies through the process of physician innovation.
This should be familiar as, believe it or not, many of the
medical miracles we take for granted weren’t developed
through the FDA pathway, they were instead developed
by physicians.
If doctors are responsible for a large portion of medical
discoveries, how does this work?
Doctors innovate differently than drug companies and use
a process sometimes called Bayesian, or adaptive,
research that I call long-tail medicine. I addressed the
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Bayesian process earlier in this book and explained how
it allows a doctor to adapt a treatment based on an
individual patient’s needs. Basically, the process begins
when a doctor first notices a problem that doesn’t have a
solution, i.e., a patient he or she can’t help recover. He
then consults with the sick patient to learn whether or not
he or she wants to try a new or innovative treatment or
procedure. As such, the patient gets to weigh the risks
and benefits (called informed consent), and if the patient
agrees, the new therapy is undertaken. The doctor then
observes the results and, over time, makes changes he
thinks may improve the outcome for the next patient.
If the new therapy seems to be promising, the doctor then
performs a small study, which may lead to bigger studies
at a later date. The doctor then educates his colleagues
about the therapy by giving presentations at medical
conferences, and the word spreads. Over time, other
physicians test the new therapy by performing more and
more research. Eventually, the “new” therapy is found to
be either not as promising as initially hoped, or it’s
deemed effective and is ensconced into how all doctors
practice. As you can see, while frequentist research is a
top-down approach, physician innovation (long-tail
medicine) is a bottom-up approach, with the physicians in
the trenches determining where innovation is needed and
then presenting solutions.

What Are the Bioethics of Long-Tail Medicine?
Is it ethical for doctors to use care that hasn’t been
absolutely shown to work through high levels of rigorous
research? If so, what major policy statements support this
type of medical care?
Let’s frame this ethical question in extreme terms to see if
that clears up the issue. If you’re lying on your death bed,
can you or your family instruct your doctor to use
experimental or otherwise new therapies with low levels
of research support to try to save your life? Does the
same still apply if your problem isn’t life threatening?
As you have seen, most of what doctors do isn’t
supported by evidence-based medicine (EBM). If we look
at this reality through the lens of bioethics, we see that all
of the major documents defining what’s right and wrong in
innovative care have supported this concept. Specifically,
these documents have been in favor of your doctor being
able use new therapies or those with little research as
long as he has your consent and you understand what’s
being done.
First, what is “bioethics”? The concept that subjects in
research studies needed to be protected started after
atrocities in World War II. As medicine progressed, all
sorts of ethical dilemmas were encountered. For
example, once modern respirators and IV feeding
enabled us to keep someone alive almost indefinitely, we
were faced with a whole new dilemma: Should we?

The two major policy statements that drove the field were
the Belmont Report in the United States and the
International Declaration of Helsinki.
From a bioethics standpoint, The Belmont Report
supports the general concepts behind long-tail medicine.
Belmont was a document created to help the United
States establish a framework for protecting patients
involved in research studies that ultimately formed the
framework of the current U.S. National Institutes of Health
research system. Belmont clearly discusses that, when
doctors innovate, they do so to help patients recover from
disease. This is quite different than traditional frequentist
research, where the end goal is often the research itself
— and whether or not any individual patient recovers may
be immaterial to the research study.
The other seminal report for defining the bioethics of
long-tail medicine is the Declaration of Helsinki, first
adopted in the early 1960s about the time our modern
U.S. drug laws were created. It says:
In the treatment of a patient, where proven
interventions do not exist or have been
ineffective, the physician, after seeking expert
advice, with informed consent from the patient or
a legally authorized representative, may use an
unproven intervention if in the physician's
judgment it offers hope of saving life, reestablishing health or alleviating suffering. Where
possible, this intervention should be made the
object of research, designed to evaluate its safety
and efficacy. In all cases, new information should
be recorded and, where appropriate, made
publicly available.
Basically, both the major U.S. and the world document on
the bioethics of using new and innovative care support
the concept behind long-tail medicine. Doctors have a
duty to cure or mitigate suffering in their patients, and that
extends to things they may suspect but that aren’t
confirmed through study to be effective. Their hands are
in no way tied by what is established medicine or forced
to use care that has high levels of EBM — especially
when there are few good options for the patient.

that it relegates a large portion of the future of medicine
to the sole domain of traditional drug research and the big
moneyed interests of medicine. If cells are body parts,
then physicians can use them to innovate and treat any
one unique patient, i.e. long-tail medicine. However, if
those same body parts are categorized as drugs, then
only FDA frequentist style trials run by large corporations
and universities can produce cures. While the rest of our
innovative economy has turned away from centralized,
top-down approaches with the advent of the Information
Age, your body’s cells will be controlled by the Feds. That
means you will not be free to use them as you wish for
your benefit, even with informed consent, unless
something happens to keep your cells classified as body
parts.

How Would the Further Development of LongTail Medicine Work?
Chris Anderson wrote about “The Death of the
Blockbuster Drug” in 2007, commenting on a New
England Journal of Medicine article of the same title. The
general concept was that personalized medicine using
genetic testing would target one-size-fits-all drugs to
specific patients that would respond better to the drug.
The problem with the premise is that there is no incentive
for drug companies spending billions per FDA approval to
target their drugs on smaller markets based on only
patients that fit a genetic profile of good responders. In
fact, this would be financial suicide for Pfizer or Merck.
No, the application of long-tail theory will happen
differently until, of course, we get massive FDA reform,
which is very unlikely to happen.
Instead of chopping big and profitable drug markets into
small pieces of less profitable markets, long-tail theory
will be applied to how information is collected to find the
best therapies. Right now, our new therapy
discoversystem through FDA is the opposite of long-tail
— in fact, it hasn’t changed much from the time color
television was a hot item. It can be exemplified by figure 1
(a).

While all of this very complex legalese may be hard to
follow, what does this really mean to you? Just like the
example that opened chapter 1, if you’re on your death
bed, your doctor is charged with saving your life, even if
there isn’t EBM to support his every move or even if the
FDA doesn’t like it. The same holds true for other
situations where your doctor may have a better way to
help your problem.

If Long-Tail Medicine Has Been Practiced for
Centuries, What’s the Problem?
The Cells=Drugs policy throws a monkey wrench into
long-tail innovation by physicians. The main problem is
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Here we see the old-style, mass distribution system. Let’s
stay with the early color TV example. A television show in
this era was extremely expensive to produce, and nobody
knew its mass-market appeal before it hit the airwaves. It
was “broadcast” (note the term “broad”) to millions, so it
had to appeal to millions. If the TV executives guessed
wrong, it was a flop and resources were wasted. The
same holds true for our 1962 drug-approval system. It
tries to sift through many drug candidates that work in
animals, and places huge resources on the bet that the
drug will work in most humans as a mass-produced
product.
How efficient is this process? Not very. As a matter of
fact, Pharma estimates it sifts through as many as 5,000
to 10,000 drug compounds for every one that gets FDA
approval. It’s a resource-intensive process that’s anything
but long-tail; in actuality, it’s quite “anti” long-tail. It seeks
to find, much like a 1960s hit TV show, that one rare gem
that can make it to appeal to a mass market.
Long-tail medicine follows a different, twenty-first century
approach. To be consistent with our modern Internet
economy, what we need is many natural experiments
happening all at the same time, all focused on trying to
help patients, testing many different therapies in small
numbers of patients. This will provide clues as to which
therapies deserve our resources for further testing. Unlike
our Pharma drug trial that strictly controls all aspects of
the care so that only one variable is tested (the drug
candidate), we need as many different therapies as
possible — the more the better. While the Pharma model
makes a huge bet on one therapy that may work, an
alternative “multi-therapy” model will allow us to place lots
of small bets on many likely safe treatments to find the
one or two winners in the field. This system looks
something like figure 1(b).

doesn’t work. This allows us to pick the “likely winners”
for further frequentist-type testing. It’s a bit like only
placing bets on horses that have left the gate, rather than
guessing which ones might win the Kentucky derby
without ever seeing any of them run a race.
This system, without much formal organization, has
already created about half of all our medical discoveries
of the twentieth century. Add a layer of organization, like
sophisticated information technology to sift through the
thousands of data points generated by each physician,
multiplied by thousands of physicians — and you get a
long-tail system that optimizes the traditional research
system for finding more cures. It’s just simple math. This
system can then find therapy candidates to feed into the
Pharma or mass-market systems, which still have value
in being the final arbiter of obtaining very high-quality
data, since the long-tail system will tend to generate
significant but lower-quality information.
Add all these factors together, and you get something that
looks like figure 2(a).
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The long tail for selling widgets on the Internet is more
types of customized widgets sold to fewer people, which
means a bigger market. And, its application to medicine
means more customized therapies for fewer patients,
which means more patients who get the care that’s right
for them. This trumps one mass-market therapy for
everyone.
How do stem cells fit into this long-tail calculus?
Autologous stem cells are taken from a patient’s own
body; so, they begin as a customized therapy. Unlike a
one-size-fits-all drug chemical, the autologous stem cells
already know how to behave in that one patient’s body.
So, if we insert ASCs into our diagram, we get figure 2(b).
!

In this physician-run innovation system, patients pick
therapies based on their needs and their doctor picks the
therapies most likely to work based on experience. Since
this involves many doctors trying many different things,
we inherently learn a lot more about what does and
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In essence, ASCs are the ultimate in long-tail medicine.
The problem is that we’re still applying a regulatory
system for mass-produced, one-size-fits-all solutions to a
customized, one-on-one therapy.

Again, physicians have been doing this for many years.
This approach has also been used in medical registries,
where patients are treated, the results are recorded and
the data is then analyzed.
Take, for example, this comparison of the traditional
frequentist model and Brin’s model (long-tail medicine). In
this case, the goal is to look for associations between a
genetic marker and the disease:
Traditional Model
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Google’s Long-Tail Medical Research
Could tapping into this type of long-tail medical care really
work? The best example of this Internet Age research
model is Google co-founder Sergey Brin’s new project.
Rather than rely on the glacially slow, traditional medical
research model to produce cures for his genetic
predisposition to Parkinson’s disease, Brin took a twentyfirst century approach: (Wired Magazine):
“Brin is after a different kind of science altogether.
Most Parkinson’s research, like much of medical
research, relies on the classic scientific method:
hypothesis, analysis, peer review, publication.
Brin proposes a different approach, one driven by
computational muscle and staggeringly large
data sets.
It’s a method that draws on his algorithmic
sensibility — and Google’s storied faith in
computing power — with the aim of accelerating
the pace and increasing the potential of scientific
research. “Generally the pace of medical
research is glacial compared to what I’m used to
on the Internet,” Brin says. “We could be looking
lots of places and collecting lots of information.
And if we see a pattern, that could lead
somewhere.”
In other words, Brin is proposing to bypass
centuries of scientific epistemology in favor of a
more “Googley” kind of science. He wants to
collect data first, then hypothesize, and then find
the patterns that lead to answers. And he has the
money and the algorithms to do it.”
In essence, what Brin is proposing is the use of long-tail
medicine that wouldn’t benefit the traditional medical
research industry much but would benefit society greatly.
You treat patients in as many ways as possible — the
more “different” ways, the better. You then record the data
and search in real time for clues about what works and
what doesn’t. Only when you have this data do you invest
in clinical trials to confirm your findings.
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Hypothesis: An early study suggests that patients with
Gaucher’s disease (caused by a mutation to the GBA gene)
might be at increased risk of Parkinson’s Disease.
Studies: Researchers conduct further studies, with varying
statistical significance.
Data aggregation: Sixteen centers pool information on more
than 5,500 Parkinson’s patients.
Analysis: A statistician crunches the numbers.

Submission: The paper is submitted to The New England
Journal of Medicine. Peer review ensues.
Acceptance: NEJM accepts the paper.
Publication: The paper notes that people with Parkinson’s are
5.4 times more likely to carry the GBA mutation.
Total time elapsed: 6 years

Brin’s Parkinson’s Genetic Initiative
Tool Construction: Survey designers build the questionnaire
that patients will use to report symptoms.
Recruitment: The community is announced, with a goal of
recruiting 10,000 subjects with Parkinson’s Disease.
Data aggregation: Community members get their DNA
analyzed and fill out surveys.
Analysis: Reacting to the NEJM paper, 23andMe researchers
run a database query based on 3,200 subjects. The results are
returned in 20 minutes.
Presentation: The results are reported at a Royal Society of
Medicine meeting in London: People with GBA are 5 times
more likely to have Parkinson’s Disease, which is squarely in
line with the NEJM paper. The findings will possibly be
published at a later date.
Total time elapsed: 8 months

Why don’t we see more of this type of long-tail medicine?
As I have said, the medical research industry has
massive financial interests in churning out huge research
trials. Brin’s model is designed to allow rapid prototyping
of an answer to a medical problem based on searching
through massive datasets. It could also be applied to the
fact that there are hundreds of approaches to treating
Parkinson’s to create a natural experiment that can be

analyzed to find the clues for what works the best. This
approach would mean that most of the basic science
research on Parkinson’s would be replaced by a
treatment registry, with only a few clinical trials being
needed. While this would also mean staggering financial
losses for the universities conducting grant-focused
research, these same universities could also serve as the
organizing muscle behind this movement.
Another example of a push towards long-tail medicine of
the type sorely needed in stem cells is the Manhattan
Institute. This fiscal responsibility group has started an
initiative called “Project FDA,” with the goal of reforming
the agency to meet twenty-first century challenges. The
project is led by former FDA Commissioner Andrew
Eschenbach, M.D. From the group’s website:
“Project FDA believes the FDA can become a
bridge for innovation, rather than a barrier to it,
and that this can be achieved without sacrificing
patient safety. For instance, advances in
molecular medicine that allow companies to
target specific sub-groups of patients, combined
with electronic health records, should allow the
FDA to streamline and improve time-consuming
and expensive pre-market product testing that
can take a decade or more, and implement
vigorous post-market surveillance of "real world"
patients after drugs or devices demonstrate
safety and efficacy in early testing. This approach
will not only accelerate access to innovative
products, it should enhance efforts to safeguard
public health.”
Again, note that this reform approach focuses on short
studies concentrating on basic safety and efficacy, and
then on treating patients in a vigorously maintained and
policed registry to allow faster access to cures.
Yet another interesting approach has been suggested by
Bill Frezza, a fellow at the Competitive Enterprise
Institute. He suggests having “FDA Free Zones” where
doctors, scientists and patients can make their own
decisions about health care.
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This approach already exists of course, in your local
doctor’s office. Here, Mr. Frezza states that this also
needs to occur in large institutions:
“Imagine an experimental terminal-illness wing of
the Cleveland Clinic where informed consent was
the only law. How hard would it be to draft
enabling legislation?
Defenders of the FDA’s prerogatives would fight
such proposals tooth and nail. But what kind of
nanny state arguments can be made against
conducting such a policy experiment when
anyone who objects doesn’t have to be treated?
Breakthroughs that emerge would still have to
pass through the FDA gantlet before they would
be generally available. The difference is that
researchers could continue making
improvements while treating volunteers during
this long process.”
The Michael J. Fox Foundation (MJFF) is another shining
example of how to reform our medical research and
regulatory system. It approaches medical research like a
physician and conspicuously not like the medical
research industry. It starts with a simple premise: find a
cure for Parkinson’s disease. While traditional medical
research focuses more on finding out tidbits of research
minutia that lead to securing grant dollars, MJFF has
broken its grant awards into categories dedicated to the
cure.
For example, its Rapid Response Innovation Awards
quickly support high risk/high reward projects with no
existing or preliminary data. Getting a traditional grant out
of the National Institutes of Health with no pre-existing
animal data would be like finding ice in the Sahara desert!
However, this funding of an “intuitive leap” is an example
of long-tail medicine. While MJFF also funds more
traditional approaches, its recognition of the physician
pathway of innovation has made it a stand-out among
organizations of its type.

CHAPTER 8:
ALTERNATIVES TO “PHARMADISE”
Christopher J. Centeno, M.D.

I have a history of heart disease in my family. So, like
many physicians and patients, I was initially entranced by
the messaging of cholesterol drugs (Statins). The concept
seems simple: if you have high cholesterol, that's bad —
and you need to get it lower. Statin drugs, like Lipitor and
Crestor, can lower your cholesterol, which is good. But, if
you pay attention to the claims on TV advertising, it
seems we all have a ticking time bomb that we're trying to
avoid and that, any minute, it could explode and leave our
sorry remains all over the place. But is this message real
or Madison Avenue?
Are statin drugs the modern wonder pill helping us all
access the elusive fountain of youth, or are they hurting
more people than they help? What we don’t hear in the
drug-company ads are the side effects. The recent news
on statin side effects has turned up a laundry list of
issues with these drugs including fatigue, memory
problems and muscle pain. In addition, the entire drug
class can cause a severe and sometimes deadly muscle
allergy known as eosinophilic myositis.
How do statins impact your stem cells? We've seen
statins adversely impact stem cells in culture. When we
stop that statin drug and then re-culture the patient,
everything seems fine. So, statins seem to interfere with
stem cells.
This is an FDA-approved medication, so the benefits
must be huge to outweigh the side effects, right? Wrong.
The positive effects of these medications are actually
very tiny. Most studies show that statins drop the risk of
dying of a heart attack by only a few percent over five
years. The problem is that you and your doctor would
have little interest in these drugs if you were told about
this measly little benefit, so the drug manufacturer quotes
the "relative risk reduction." As an example, if the risk of
dying from a heart attack was 3% over five years, and the
group taking the statin drug had a heart attack death rate
of 2%, that minuscule reduction in absolute risk can now
be quoted as a whopping one-third reduction in
"relative risk!" This issue was brought out by
a Businessweek article in 2008:
"The second crucial point is hiding in plain sight
in Pfizer’s own Lipitor newspaper ad. The
dramatic 36% figure has an asterisk. Read the
smaller type. It says: “That means in a large
clinical study, 3% of patients taking a sugar pill or
placebo had a heart attack compared to 2% of
patients taking Lipitor.”
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Now do some simple math. The numbers in that
sentence mean that, for every 100 people in the
trial, which lasted 3 1/3 years, three people on
placebos and two people on Lipitor had heart
attacks. The difference credited to the drug? One
fewer heart attack per 100 people. So, to spare
one person a heart attack, 100 people had to
take Lipitor for more than three years. The other
99 got no measurable benefit. Or to put it in
terms of a little-known but useful statistic, the
number needed to treat (or NNT) for one person
to benefit is 100.
Compare that with, say, today’s standard
antibiotic therapy to eradicate ulcer-causing H.
pylori stomach bacteria. The NNT is 1.1. Give the
drugs to 11 people, and 10 will be cured. A low
NNT is the sort of effective response many
patients expect from the drugs they take. When
Wright and others explain to patients without prior
heart disease that only 1 in 100 is likely to benefit
from taking statins for years, most are
astonished. Many, like Winn, choose to opt out.
Plus, there are reasons to believe the overall
benefit for many patients is even less than what
the NNT score of 100 suggests. That NNT was
determined in an industry-sponsored trial using
carefully selected patients with multiple risk
factors, which include high blood pressure or
smoking. In contrast, the only large clinical trial
funded by the government, rather than
companies, found no statistically significant
benefit at all.
And because clinical trials themselves suffer from
potential biases, results claiming small benefits
are always uncertain, says Dr. Nortin M. Hadler,
professor of medicine at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill and a longtime drug
industry critic. “Anything over an NNT of 50 is
worse than a lottery ticket; there may be no
winners,” he argues. Several recent scientific
papers peg the NNT for statins at 250 and up for
lower-risk patients, even if they take it for five
years or more.
“What if you put 250 people in a room and told
them they would each pay $1,000 a year for a
drug they would have to take every day, that
many would get diarrhea and muscle pain, and
that 249 would have no benefit?

And that they could do just as well by exercising?
How many would take that?” asks drug industry
critic Dr. Jerome R. Hoffman, professor of clinical
medicine at the University of California at Los
Angeles."
Huh? We have a drug class that's been blessed by the
FDA as being safe and effective, when in actuality it's
really not all that safe and, according to one university
professor, is no better than a lottery ticket?
Now consider another alternative: chocolate. Yes, we're
talking about the really tasty stuff that's much cheaper
than a statin drug. A recent German study has shown that
eating dark chocolate gave about the same relative risk
reduction for a heart attack as statins (40%). Another
recent Australian study found a similar effect over 10
years. Other studies have found the same thing. So, why
do Americans believe Statins are the medical-miracle “life
extender” and that Chocolate makes you fat? Simple —
because of our Pharma culture. Simply put, pretty drug
reps don’t detail your family doctor on the benefits of
chocolate.
Is there a better way?

Alternatives to Pharmadise
Americans seem to be voting on the issue of long-tail
innovation with our wallets, as we spend more than $27
billion annually on Complementary and Alternative
Medicine (CAM). By definition, the CAM approach is
focused on treating the whole person, with prevention
being a primary concern of the clinician. Plus, the
treatments are highly individualized and aimed at the
causes of illness, rather than at their symptoms. Finally,
CAM treatments are designed to support the natural
healing processes of the body. Does all this sound
familiar? Autologous stem cell therapies share many of
these same attributes. In addition, in many ways, CAM
therapies are a kind of long-tail medicine.
One of the thorns in the side of the FDA and large
universities has been nutritional supplements. While the
mass manufacture of supplements falls under the rubric
of FDA, their health claims do not. And, although one can
argue that there are some crazy health claims in the
supplement industry, the industry as a whole serves as
an alternative to the Big Pharma/FDA approach to health
care. The thousands of supplements on the market form
a natural experiment, and only a handful will rise through
the ranks to eventually have high levels of evidence
support. As a result of their bottom-up (versus top-down)
innovation, they also represent a form of long-tail
medicine.
Why are non-traditional treatments important to society
as a whole? The traditional medical approach is
controlled by FDA/Pharma and provides some valuable
therapies. However, the cost of delivering these mass-
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produced therapies is huge. With the average drug
approval in the United States costing billions, the therapy
that gets chosen for commercialization is often driven by
the business model that will produce the best returns —
and not necessarily the best therapy. In other words, if
three different new therapies are promising, the therapy
with the best chance of providing large financial returns
will be the one chosen for commercialization through the
traditional drug pathway.
However, one of the other options not chosen may
actually be more promising in terms of better results and
lower side effects — but be impossible to massmanufacture or commercialize. CAM therapies by
contrast have a lower cost to develop and no regulatory
barrier to entry. Thus, the best therapies rise to the top
because it’s perceived that they work, instead of just
having the ability to fund the regulatory gauntlet.
This tug of war of the “most profitable” versus the “best
therapy” for FDA-approved drugs becomes a huge
societal drain, as it relegates to the dustbin of history
many therapies that may be much more promising than
the one that’s ultimately developed. An example of this
has already been discussed in the VUR treatment
pioneered by the company Reprogenesis. The
Cells=Drugs policy killed that small company and, with it,
a very promising way to treat kids with this dreaded
disease — which was less invasive and likely better than
the alternatives.
In essence, the more we push our FDA approval system
to be more expensive, the less likely it is that what comes
out of it will be the best therapy for society. And, the more
likely it becomes that whatever “approved” therapy exits
the obstacle course will be the most profitable drug. For
example, a therapy like acupuncture that provides good
evidence of short-term back pain relief but cannot be
scaled like a mass-produced drug, is less used, while
therapies that are more dangerous are widely used. It’s
not hard to argue that acupuncture is a better therapy for
lower back pain than high-dose narcotics, which have
severe side effects including addiction. Yet, high-dose
narcotic use for chronic pain has exploded in recent
years. Why? Because manufacturers of these narcotic
drugs must repay the high cost of FDA approvals and
thus needed a bigger market than just patients in severe
or intractable pain. So, they began targeting family
doctors to convince them to prescribe for the average guy
with back pain.
In fact, the makers of Oxycontin, arguably the world’s
best-known narcotic painkiller, were convicted of trying to
trick family doctors into believing the powerful narcotic
wasn’t really additive. It was. Moreover, jumping through
the FDA approval hoops guaranteed insurance coverage,
something acupuncture lacks in many cases. In the end,
we as a society get unfettered access to the most
profitable therapy that can be mass-manufactured and

that often has the most side effects, instead of the
therapy that’s best for patients.
Another apt example of this struggle between mass
commercialization of products and scalability, and how
this can impact individualized choices, is the organic food
industry. Spurred by outbreaks in foodborne illnesses, in
2009 the FDA proposed to modernize the food safety
regulations in the FDCA, applying the same crushing
regulations meant for large agri-business to small familyrun farms. Small organic farmers cried foul, as the
problem with national outbreaks of food contamination
were almost all from large monoculture farms designed
for mass production and mass distribution across the
country.
By applying rules meant to provide mass food-chain
safety to local organic growers, the new FDA plan would
have effectively killed a local option for organic food. The
compromise was similar to what was forced on the
agency by compounding pharmacies: apply massmanufacture rules to mass-manufacture operations, and
leave small, organic food operations with regulations that
make sense for the limited scope of contamination that’s
possible on a small farm. This compromise allowed small
organic and local food choices to remain a viable option
for consumers who wanted them. So, unlike our drugs,
you can now choose from a variety of local organic food,
rather than one homogenized type of mass-produced
staple.
In summary, as a society, by choosing only to trust the
FDA and Pharma to make healthcare (or even food)
decisions for us, we’re placing all of our societal “health”
eggs in one proverbial basket. The huge costs associated
with mass commercialization will kill most individualized
therapy choices in favor of those that make the most
money in the mass markets.
Is there a better way?

The CAM Long Tail
Long-tail therapies are those that are individualized to the
patient; and, since they don’t have the same masscommercialization expenses, they’re more focused on
individualized patient outcome.
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Let me explain. Any given FDA study focuses on largescale use and large-scale results that are averaged
usually across two groups: those given the real pill and
those given the placebo (fake pill). The upside of this type
of research is that it shows very nicely how a large
number of patients will respond, versus a sham
treatment. The downside is that the patients who either
did very well or very poorly with the treatment become
lost in this mass of averaged data.
CAM therapies tend to be more focused on this
individualized outcome, just like compounding
pharmacies make one specific drug formulation meant
only for one patient. The fact that most CAM therapies
aren’t covered by insurance policies would support this
thesis. A CAM therapist who can’t deliver an
individualized plan that provides noticeable results to his
or her patients won’t be in business for long. That’s
because the cost to the patient for CAM therapies is
higher than if the patient used his or her insurance to pay
for traditional therapies. While the FDA represents a valid
mass-therapy approach, CAM therapies represent an
equally valid individualized therapy approach. You would
be hard pressed at a dinner party not to find at least a few
patients who, frustrated with the traditional medicine
approach, have “jumped ship” to try CAM therapies.
In conclusion, because of the FDA’s assault on
individualized medication, food and patient choices, the
Cells=Drugs battle goes way beyond stem cells. By
inserting itself into an individualized therapy regimen, and
likewise between a doctor and patient, or a patient and
his/her own body, the FDA is interfering with a major
pathway to care delivery: the alternative to traditional,
Pharma-centric choices.
These non-traditional therapies are at the forefront of
patient choice. For example, does a patient get to choose
his or her own health care outside of traditional medicine?
Who gets to decide what therapies a patient will have
access to: the patient or the government? By its very
actions, the FDA has answered these questions in favor
of centralized control over the individual and his or her
decisions. To the contrary, the American public has
already voted on this referendum by supporting a thriving
CAM industry.

CHAPTER 9:
ARE THERE SOLUTIONS?
Christopher J. Centeno, M.D.

While I’ve shown that the medical establishment is not
currently happy about long-tail medicine and the use of
ASCs outside the context of drugs, I ultimately believe
that for Pharma and universities to continue to thrive, they
will ultimately need to embrace the Internet Age in
medical care. Big universities have the statistical
expertise and organizational muscle to decipher which
therapies in the long tail are most effective for which
patients. In addition, their expertise in genomics will
eventually allow us to decide which genetic sub-type of
patients responds better to which therapies.
For Pharma, the long tail represents a natural experiment
by which to reduce its casino bet from a game of shaky
roulette to a much stronger wager. Right now, only a tiny
fraction of new therapy candidates ever makes it through
the FDA gauntlet — and at huge expense — adding to
massive losses for shareholders. Using ASCs as an
example, Pharma can use university computational
muscle to sift through reams of treatment data generated
by physicians practicing responsible long-tail medicine.
This will allow Pharma to decide which ASC therapies are
most likely to make it through clinical trials and what
protocols work better than others, changing the nature of
the FDA investment from a casino bet to an almost “sure
thing.”

Why University, Inc. Needs to Harness the Power
of the Long Tail
Everything about modern universities is changing due to
information technology. I spoke to a prospective patient
the other day who teaches online courses for a
prestigious college. As long as he has an Internet
connection and a laptop computer, he can park himself
anywhere on Earth to teach his classes. In essence, like
everything else, beautiful ivy-covered buildings are
becoming less important and content is becoming king.
The medical longtail is similar: millions of data points will
need to be mined for information to find the best
therapies worthy of more stringent testing.
“University, Inc. 2.0” will involve the use of massive
computational power and statistical expertise to find the
gold nuggets of information in this seemingly chaotic
data. In addition, medical schools are expert at setting up
well-run and tight clinical trials to test new drugs and
therapies. The next phase in their evolution will also
involve setting up loosely knit webs of data collection
nodes that can allow for innovation and still capture data
that can be successfully analyzed.
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Crowd Sourcing, University-Style
Crowd sourcing means using a large group of people to
solve a difficult problem that one person is unlikely to
solve on his or her own. For long-tail medicine, it means
putting into place information systems that naturally
capture data about exactly what doctors are doing to help
patients, and how those patients are responding. While
this is a loose data collection network without the rigid
structure normally used to control FDA clinical trials, it’s
no less significant a task. For example, how do you
collect good data from physicians while they manipulate
certain variables and then tie them to which patients are
improving the most, all without disrupting their normal
workflow? Then, how do you report that back to doctors
so they can see what’s working the best? This is a task
uniquely aligned with the skill sets found in large research
universities — once they figure out that valuable data can
be gleaned from this long-tail approach.
This is not to say that the gold-standard, randomized,
controlled FDA trial will go away — it won’t. However, this
traditional research method will only be used once the
long-tail data shows which two or three therapies are
likely to be winners. It’s a bit like placing a bet after the
horses have left the gate.
For example, a university stem cell department can work
with physicians on the slow and careful clinical translation
of a new stem cell type, using many of the same safety
mechanisms as found today (usually an IRB). Once basic
safety has been established and a risk benefit has been
formulated, a few physicians would begin using the cells
in “adaptive trials,” meaning research with structure, but
where data on what’s working and not working is
constantly fed back into the system.
The process will look much like software development,
where version 1.5 is better than version 1.0. Once this
step is safely navigated, the cell type is released to a
larger group of physicians who then work within the
university’s information systems to each solve the clinical
problem in his or her own unique way. If it’s the treatment
of knee arthritis, perhaps one doctor injects the cells
without imaging guidance; another uses imaging
guidance; yet another combines the cells with an already
FDA-approved medication; while still another creates a
specialized device to place the cells in the right spot.
These datasets will be closely monitored for
complications through the use of a registry system, much
like that used in joint replacements today. Eventually, all
participating physicians will have real-time access to

which variations in the procedure work better than others,
helping patient outcomes in real time. However, there’s
still a big obstacle left to clear to allow this type of system
to work: payment in clinical trials. For years, the FDAUniversity-Pharma industrial complex has used the
concept that “real research studies are free to patients”
as a barrier to entry. This is in large part due to the fact
that traditional research is placebo blinded, meaning
some patients get a fake treatment.
Obviously, charging patients for fake therapies isn’t
ethical. However, when research is long-tail, every patient
gets the treatment based on the physician’s assessment
of whether the care is likely to help, which generates data
to then choose which therapies to test with a more
expensive placebo trial.
For long-tail medicine to work, willing patients must
contract with willing doctors using the rules of proper
informed consent; and these initial patients must fund the
care that generates research. This is much like a system
proposed by Bill Frezza of the Competitive Enterprise
Institute. Right now, this concept that patients might fund
their own research is enough to get a some university
physicians ranting from the pulpit like an angry preacher;
but it’s nonetheless a key component to use the long tail
to find the best cures and not just the most profitable
ones.
What’s more, patients already do this every day when
they pay for drugs to be used “off-label,” meaning it’s not
known with high levels of evidence that the drug will work
for that condition because that particular drug and
disease were never tested by the FDA approval process.
As a result, for universities to succeed in the next great
medical revolution using modern information technology,
they must let the free market drive this early portion of
medical discovery.
What are the ethics of allowing wealthier patients to
access innovative medical care first? Well, at the early
stage in the long-tail development of a new therapy, it’s
absolutely not certain that a patient who can afford to
fund this early care will in fact be getting effective
treatment, any more than a subject in a traditional
research study is getting the real pill over a sugar pill.
Since everyone gets medical care their physician
believes will make them better, this type of ethical
research issue has already been deemed appropriate in
the previously discussed Belmont report.
How about before any experience exists to guide the
doctor’s decision that this new care may help the patient?
If the therapy is that new or innovative, then there should
be a short period where patients don’t cover the cost of
their care. However, once experience is gained, the longtail approach is to have patients fund their own medical
care.
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From High Risk Roulette to Sure-Thing Bets:
Pharma 2.0
One of Pharma’s biggest problems is the explosion in
cost of phase III FDA trials. The problem begins first with
the drug discovery process that eats up about 20 percent
of that $4 billion spent to get a single drug approved. The
nice thing about ASCs is that they’re already invented
and developed, and we know what they do — repair
tissue. This means that this first 20% of the stem cell drug
development cost is saved. In addition, the cost savings
in later clinical trial stages would be epic.
The cost problem for Pharma companies isn’t so much
the smaller studies required in the first and second
phases of FDA clinical trials, but in the rapidly expanding
cost of the last phase, which requires massive studies at
many medical centers. The long-tail approach will hone
ASC treatment protocols so that they are much less likely
to fail, as now very few therapies make it through phase
III. This is largely because the drug company is required
to wager a huge stake on a technology that’s barely
developed. In the case of long-tail medicine, much of the
development and honing of treatment protocols so critical
to a successful FDA approval will be handled before the
FDA trials ever begin. In essence, long-tail medicine will
allow Pharma to switch from having to bet a billion dollars
on red 32 to betting smaller amounts and flipping a coin,
with a 50/50 or better chance of success.

Development Docs
Technology is rapidly changing and getting cheaper all
the time. You’ve likely experienced that your computer
today is cheaper, more powerful, and has more memory
than the last one you bought. The same thing is
happening in biotechnology. Take, for example, a flow
cytometer, a device that looks on the surface of each cell
for markers that identify that cell. Ten years ago, this
device was as big as a large desk and cost millions of
dollars. Today, it’s the size of a desktop printer and costs
about $40,000. The same holds true for many other
pieces of formerly expensive lab equipment. If you add
easily available and cheap genetic testing to that
equation, you get what I call the rise of “development
docs.” These are physicians who use long-tail medicine
and inexpensive biotechnology to find new and innovative
treatments to help patients.
Twenty years ago, the difference between Pfizer and your
doctor’s ability to innovate was massive and
insurmountable. Today, ASCs and cheap biotechnology
have closed that gap to almost zero. Mix in instantly
available information like the ability to search the world’s
knowledge of published studies in seconds, and you get a
new phenomenon that will drive a big part of twenty-first
century medicine.
Take our case, for example. We began using
mesenchymal stem cells in 2005 based on a paper that
was published in rabbit discs. The cheap availability of

technology and the ability to partner with knowledgeable
stem cell experts led to our early use of cells to treat
arthritis. By the time the first FDA-approved trials of stem
cells to treat arthritis were being initiated, we already had
two years’ experience treating real patients with
techniques that were safe and seemed very effective.
When those trials finished phase one, we had five years
of experience on what did and didn’t work. Based on that
experience, we already knew that these formal FDA trials
were likely to be only partially successful.
We now have more practical experience with using stem
cells in orthopedics than almost any other clinic, with a
large depth and breadth of collected data, long-tail style.
While the Pharma company pursuing stem cells as a drug
to treat knee arthritis will eventually find out if one very
specific technique works well enough to get a stem cell
drug approved, what they won’t have is a massive
dataset that can be searched for clues about what works
the best. Again, there’s more data in the long-tail than in
any one FDA trial. This is not to say that these traditional
clinical trials aren’t important. In fact, using our data, we
will soon begin our own, more formal trial. However, how
the end point is arrived at is the key difference. The old
approach is top-down innovation; the new one is bottom
up.
No wonder certain scientists don’t want to let this genie
out of the bottle, as stem cell scientists collaborating with
physicians to use stem cells out of the Pharma pathway
is a big threat to established drug company interests.
However, viewed another way, long-tail ASC use is also a
huge advantage to those same companies. This new
approach will forge an interesting marriage between
Pharma and doctors that has never existed, with
physicians as partners in innovation rather than passive
receivers and users of FDA-approved technology.
And, here’s what we need to do to get there !

The Co-Existence of Physician Stem Cell
Innovation and the Pharma/FDA Pathway:
Letting the Free Market Choose the Best New
Therapies
When the FDA opposed physicians who were prescribing
off-label hormones and the compounding pharmacies
making these medications, it lost in the courts at all
levels. As already discussed, it was forced to react to the
deletion of its regulations by the federal courts. With no
existing regulations on the subject, the agency issued a
Compliance Policy Guide or CPG. This document
described the difference between a compounding
pharmacy that makes a unique drug preparation for one
unique patient, based on a single doctor’s prescription,
and an outfit that buys and prepares mass quantities of
drugs.
For the pharmacist or doctor who was compounding one
prescription, the CPG outlined that the FDA would
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recognize this type of activity as the practice of medicine.
For the latter, the FDA would consider the pharmacist or
doctor the same as a drug factory. This document now
serves as the template for what the FDA needs to do for
autologous stem cell therapies. These therapies are
exactly like compounding, in that they are taken from one
unique patient and prepared under the order or
supervision of a physician.
We have pushed the FDA for CPG for stem cells and
included members of Congress and the Senate in that
discussion. Regrettably, the FDA has refused to meet to
speak on the issue.

Allowing State Medical Boards to Oversee
Investigational Stem Cell Use by Physicians
As discussed previously, your doctor is regulated by his
or her state medical board and not the FDA. As a result, it
makes sense for the state medical boards to supervise
physicians using any new therapy, including stem cells.
This concept has just been tested in an unlikely place:
Texas.
When I think about Texas, I think back to my residency at
Baylor College of Medicine in Houston. Texas was the
only place I’ve ever lived that had a nationalistic pride,
almost as if it were another country. Having lived now in
Colorado almost 20 years, nobody here hoists the
Colorado flag or sings the Colorado anthem, or even
knows the state flower. Not so in Texas. This republic-like,
fierce Independence may be why the Texas medical
board was able to take control of the use of stem cells by
Texas physicians.
The controversy started in Texas over Dr. Stan Jones, a
hard-working and diligent orthopedic spine surgeon with
his own medical condition. Stan received treatment in
Japan with his own cultured stem cells, which were
injected intravenously. After a miraculous improvement in
the widespread pain he had suffered as a result of a rare
muscle disorder, and seeing some of the great results a
South Korean company had produced, he licensed their
fat stem cell culture technology and brought it to Texas.
Dr. Jones, among others, lobbied the Texas Medical
Board to classify stem cell use under the practice of
medicine. The Texas Medical Board (TMB) eventually
passed a new rule (Chapter 198) that allows physicians
to use stem cells that are not FDA-approved under the
practice of medicine, as long as certain conditions are
met. The TMB requires Institutional Review Board (IRB)
approval for stem cell use and further requires that the
patient understand that he or she is receiving an
investigational therapy not approved by the FDA. Since
we have always used IRBs to monitor our first use of
stem cells and have always consented with patients that
they are receiving an investigational therapy, we applaud
the TMB’s initiative.

The board vote was not without controversy, with attacks
coming far and wide from the commercial interests that
want your cells to be drugs. In particular, a rather strange
confusion of bioethics was presented to the media and
board. I contacted a Texas university bioethicist to
confirm what I knew — that the “bioethical” wolf cry
happening around the new TMB rules made little sense.
The bioethical conundrum being shouted to the media
was this: “Patients may be charged for medical research!”
The problem with that statement goes back to the
Belmont report, the seminal document which led to our
current NIH and HHS framework for research ethics.
Belmont clearly defines two types of research. The first is
the type that’s often done in universities, from which
patients need the most protection. This is because the
goal of the study is not in the individual research subject’s
best interest. For example, a randomized and placebocontrolled trial starts with the assumption that only half or
fewer patients will be treated, while the other half will get
a fake therapy. Although it may be in society’s interest
(and those involved in the study) to have the knowledge
that Compound X helps Disease Y, the goal of the study
is to get that knowledge and not to cure or treat any
individual research subject.
This is why a maximum number of patient protections
needs to be in place. This was why the bioethics experts
were shouting from the hilltops — they were spinning that
this type of research would happen with patients being
charged. However, completely left out of the equation,
and well known to these same bioethicists, is the fact that
Belmont describes a different, but common format for
medical research.
In this type of research, the primary goal is to treat the
patient, with the secondary goal being to obtain
knowledge. In this second type of research, the patient or
the insurer may be charged for the care delivered, as
long as the goal is to treat the patient and the care has a
reasonable hope of helping the patient.
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This is much more likely to be what happens as a result
of the new TMB rule. So, why would otherwise welltrained and sound bioethics experts miss this distinction?
If the states didn’t regulate physician stem cell use,
could the FDA handle it?
At the end of the day, not only is directed and supervised
physician innovation good for patients, but it's also a
numbers game the FDA cannot win. There are almost 1
million U.S. physicians and one overburdened,
underfunded FDA. And there are 50 state medical boards
that are charged with overseeing physicians, while the
FDA is strictly prohibited from having authority over
physicians. Even if Congress decided tomorrow to grant
the FDA regulatory authority over physicians, it would
have to dramatically increase the size of the agency.
In the US and elsewhere, the agency does about 1,000
annual drug manufacture inspections. To police
physicians, it would need to increase that number by 10
times just to have a very poor surveillance program
inspecting about 1 percent of physicians per annum. An
even bigger problem is that the efficiency of these
inspections would drop off a cliff. Right now, FDA can
safeguard the health of millions of patient doses by
inspecting one large drug factory. If they were inspecting
physician offices, the level of efficiency then realistically
drops to at best tens to hundreds of doses per inspection
(for autologous ASCs).
That means the numbers above would need to increase
by at least 100 times to monitor 1 million U.S. physicians
using stem cells. The resulting overall 1,000-time
increase in FDA size would take it from about 12,000
employees to somewhere north of millions, making it by
far largest federal agency and about the same size as the
rest of the entire federal government!

CHAPTER 10:
REGENERATIVE SCIENCES VS. FDA
Christopher J. Centeno, M.D.

Now that you’ve had a chance to see the issues, all of
them are aptly illustrated by our story.

severely injured patients that often frustrated our efforts. I
was intrigued and bemused all at the same time.

How did a pain management physician get involved in
stem cells and a landmark battle over the future of your
health care? My interest in stem cells was borne out of
recognition that what interested me most was not only
traditional medicine, but also combining that with what I
would later call long-tail medicine. When I began all of
this in 2005, stem cells were simply another tool in the
toolbox that might help more patients recover. However,
fighting to allow my patients access to their own stem
cells defined a bigger battle: the use of what works over
what’s fed to physicians by the pharmaceutical industry
as being “effective.”

The first patient we saw together had been referred to our
office for a frozen shoulder. She hadn’t moved the
shoulder in years and had already undergone an
unsuccessful surgery to break up the scar tissue. Our
therapies, including steroid injections and physical
therapy, hadn’t helped. Bruce asked if he could treat her. I
mumbled, “Sure,” and like a showman he approached the
woman with a reassuring smile and slight Asian bow
(which was odd, as he wasn’t Asian) and went to work.

My “long tale” begins not with stem cells, but with an
orphaned technique to get rid of muscle trigger points that
was unknown to me. It taught me the humbling lesson
that what I didn’t know was more important than what I
knew. Everybody has events that change the course of
their career or life, and this technique using acupuncture
needles inserted into muscles rather than acupuncture
points was one of those. The event happened around the
turn of the millennium when I was a frustrated pain
management physician using traditional medicine.
At the time, I could only help some patients by either
using FDA-approved drugs, physical therapy or surgery.
However, helping most patients with chronic pain was
beyond my grasp and that of my colleagues. There is little
more frustrating in life than to be charged with helping
people and realizing that the tools needed to effectively
help them aren’t yet available. As a result, for the first
time in my career, I was open to trying anything that
would help my patients — even if that meant coloring
outside the lines of the AMA coloring book.
About that time, a sales rep for a new pain-control device
called our office and asked if the Canadian acupuncturist
who invented it could visit our practice. I was interested.
However, I expected to grill the guy on his lack of
research that proved his device worked since, for a
classically trained medical doctor, research was
everything and acupuncture was silly.
When the Canadian arrived, he was charismatic yet odd
in the same way many alternative medicine practitioners
project themselves. He told me his name was Bruce and
asked if he could follow me in my rounds to see patients.
He quickly claimed that he could help all or most of the
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The device was handheld, and he explained that he was
hitting key acupuncture points as it beeped away. He also
used an acupuncture needle in several muscles. After 60
seconds of placing the device in spots all over her body
and needling certain muscles, he asked the patient to
move her shoulder. Like a crippled person walking for the
first time, she suddenly moved her shoulder in full range
of motion! I was dumbfounded, and she was tearful.
The day went much like this for every difficult patient.
Bruce would smile, bow and apply a different protocol
from his book. Each difficult patient reported more relief in
one to two minutes than we had been able to muster in
months or years. At first, I grilled him verbally while he
just smiled and took it. Then, I attacked while he smiled
and took it. Finally, not sure what to do, I felt that either
this guy had somehow paid my patients to report
dramatic improvements or that he was for real. However,
my scientifically trained medical mind couldn’t accept why
this worked.
Things that I was convinced were structural problems
with physical causes were somehow being turned on and
off like a light switch, presumably by manipulating the
nervous system. The problem was that many of the nerve
pathways he seemed to be stimulating weren’t even
described in my medical texts. So, rather than completely
buy in, my “science” mind had to provide Bruce with an
experiment of one.
At the time, my left knee had been aching for months. It
began after a long medical conference during which I sat
for hours. The Denver doctors I saw recommended
physical therapy, which didn’t help. An exploratory knee
surgery had been suggested. Bruce had already noticed
my limping, so I asked if he would treat my knee. Bruce
used his trademark protocol: he smiled, bowed and then
treated me. He used acupuncture needles to get rid of

trigger points in my quadricep muscle, a technique he
called intramuscular stimulation (IMS).
The muscle jumped with flashes of uncomfortable, but
somehow welcome, pain. I got off the table and it felt
better, but I knew the real test would be running, which
was something I hadn’t been able to do in months. Sure
enough, that night I went for a run without pain. On that
run, fully amazed and scientifically humiliated, I realized
for the first time in my young career that my greatest
problem as a physician was not what I knew, but what
I didn’t know that I didn’t know. In other words, there
were things that could help my patients that were
completely unknown to me. I decided to change all that.
Within months, I had taken a course in IMS and our
practice’s focus changed. Just by adding IMS, many of
my most challenging patients began to improve.
Over the years and since that day, our medical practice
has pursued a “whatever works” policy, which means
we’ve used long-tail care when we’re convinced it could
help some or many of our patients. This ability to
embrace new technology to help patients, even if that
technology isn’t supported by large clinical trials, has
helped us to be better doctors and helped countless
patients who otherwise would have been left disabled and
in pain.
Many of these investigational technologies are medicalbusiness orphans, as they don’t have a business plan
that supports their widespread use. There is simply no
way to scale or mass-commercialize them that supports
jumping over the regulatory and scientific hurdles. As a
result, our medical practice, and the practices of many
other physicians, has embraced the use of care that
works for our patients based on the empirical evidence
before us. This includes the responsible adoption of new
technologies after they’re shown to convincingly work in
our patients — and before large clinical trials demonstrate
their effectiveness in large groups of patients. We’re
embracing long-tail care.
In 2005, I became very interested in stem cells. A paper
had been published showing that, in rabbits, simply
injecting cultured stem cells into a degenerated disc could
grow a new disc! For someone who had treated countless
patients with degenerated discs and severe pain, this was
a miracle in the making.
As a result, I recruited a stem cell scientist to help my
practice apply the same technology from animal models
to patients. I pinged the FDA with emails to see if I could
get a straight answer on whether what we wanted to do
was regulated by them or not. The answers I received
were confusing — even to a physician. So, we hired
regulatory council to perform a more detailed review of
what we wanted to do, and how it should or shouldn’t be
regulated. Our attorneys’ interpretation of FDA regulation
was that, as long as we were using a patient’s own cells
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for treatment of that same patient, then we were not
regulated by the FDA. Our attorneys concluded that this
was the definition of what we were licensed to do as
doctors.

The Regenexx-C Procedure is Born
When we first began treating patients with orthopedic
injuries, we used what we now call the Regenexx-SD
procedure, a same-day isolation of the stem cell fraction
of bone marrow. Over the years, we learned that, while
this procedure could provide powerful relief and/or
healing for many patients, some patients simply needed
more of the right type of stem cells. So, we began
culturing cells over a two-week period to grow more. To
make sure we did this in as natural a way as possible,
instead of using artificial recombinant growth factors to
prompt the stem cells to grow, we used the growth factors
from the patient’s own blood platelets. This moreadvanced procedure ultimately became known as the
Regenexx-C procedure.

Instituting Our Own Internal Standard for Patient
Safety
Our medical practice then spent two years under the
supervision of an Institutional Review Board to assure
protection of our first patients. We didn’t take the process
lightly, which is why we took the time and effort necessary
to ensure our patients’ safety. We spent hundreds of
thousands of dollars testing whether the same treatment
so successful in animal models could be used in human
patients.
In late 2007, after more than two years of carefully testing
this process and perfecting its application, we decided we
were ready to start treating patients. And, as expected,
things went very well, with many patients reporting
amazing improvement. However, all that changed when
we got word the FDA was categorizing our little medical
practice as a “drug factory.”
In 2008, we received an “Untitled Letter” from the FDA
office of the Center for Biologics Evaluation and
Research (CBER) about our Regenexx-C cultured stemcell procedure. This letter was vague at best and only
specified what it wasn’t: it WAS NOT a warning or cease
and desist letter. I can summarize the letter’s message
with the following: “A search of the Internet makes us
(FDA) think you’re producing a biologic drug for which
you will need a new drug application through FDA. And, if
you are producing a new drug, you should stop " maybe
"”
We responded in writing that we had multiple legal
opinions that ascertained that the Regenexx-C procedure
wasn’t producing a new drug that could or should be
regulated by the FDA. Despite our response, the agency
refused to meet and explain to us why they considered
our small medical practice equal to a massive drug

factory, or, better still, why they felt they even had
authority over a physician practicing medicine.
Instead, the FDA featured its letter to us prominently on
its website. The problem with the letter was that it wasn’t
a legal document but still had the practical impact of a
“scarlet letter.” It wasn’t long before supporters of the
FDA’s new Cells=Drugs policy picked up on the letter and
promptly broadcast it to anyone who would listen. This
blatantly yellow journalism gave the distinct impression
that our medical practice was under a cloud of suspicion
when, in fact, it was not. In the meantime, because this
letter wasn’t an official determination of anything, we
were unable to challenge the FDA’s position.
For the next two years, the FDA refused to take any
formal action, which prevented us from being able to
challenge it because of the little-known “doctrine of
ripeness.” This peccadillo of a legal doctrine essentially
means that, if the government says tomorrow that it
wants to blow up your house, you generally can’t
challenge its authority to do so until after the house is
destroyed. In other words, until the government decided
to take some action beyond a legally meaningless,
untitled letter, we would be prohibited from challenging
the Cells=Drugs policy.
This tactic of using untitled letters and similar documents
as scarlet letters has become so common and egregious
among government agencies in the Internet age, that it
was the recent subject of a case before the Supreme
Court, Sackett v. EPA. The scarlet-letter tactic allows the
FDA to cast a negative light on recipients of the letter,
without having to declare that it has officially taken action
and likewise rendering said recipients helpless to defend
themselves.
The Supreme Court just ruled that government
agencies can no longer use this tactic, but that was
no help to us in 2008.
In our particular case, the fact that the untitled letter was
not “final agency action” left us unable to challenge the
Cells=Drugs policy. Despite the FDA’s ongoing
unwillingness to help us understand its position and work
toward a solution that was acceptable to all parties, our
medical practice continued to operate under our own very
transparent and strictly enforced medical standards. We
had nothing to hide, and we made every effort to be
forthcoming with the agency.

The FDA’s Eventual Visit to Our “Drug Factory”
In 2009, the FDA finally showed up to our clinic and
inspected our “drug factory,” also known as our medical
clinic. It wasted no time in declaring that we were
producing drugs and, as a result, weren’t complying with
drug factory guidelines and didn’t have a billion-dollar,
new-drug approval certificate. This was a bit absurd and
quite a stretch, since there is no similarity between a
doctor’s office processing samples for individual use and
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a drug manufacturer making a million doses of an
antibiotic. By holding us to the same rules applied to
businesses churning out mega-doses of an antibiotic in a
one-million-square-foot factory, the FDA was able to
indirectly imply we were doing something wrong. This
indirect, but no less negative, implication was completely
unwarranted — especially since we were taking, and still
take, more safety precautions than are absolutely
necessary. In fact, we hold ourselves to a much higher
level of safety standards than those employed by other
medical operations culturing human cells, the best
example being the culturing of embryos during certain
IVF procedures. Despite an extensive review, the agency
uncovered no tangible patient safety issues, yet still
maintained that our little practice was a drug factory.
When the agency first sent their 2008 letter, we tried to
meet with them to understand their position and forge
common ground. They refused to meet. By now, we had
a contact at a prominent senator's office, so we pursued
that route instead. Finding our situation similar to the
compounding-pharmacy debacle the FDA was at the
center of during the 1990s, we authored our own
Compliance Policy Guide. It simply defined what a doctor
did with his or her patient's stem cells as the practice of
medicine — and left the FDA in charge of the mass
production of cells as drugs.
Our contact at the senator’s office later managed to
schedule a meeting between our practice and Margaret
Hamburg, the FDA commissioner. We thought this might
be the moment FDA would come to their senses.
However, while I paid about $1,000 an hour for my two
attorneys to fly to Washington, D.C., for the meeting, the
FDA refused to allow the meeting to take place. I
basically paid tens of thousands of dollars for two
attorneys to sit in a hotel room and watch Oprah!
The time had come. We knew we needed to act.
Unfortunately, what we didn’t know was that our hands
had been tied behind our backs by the doctrine of
ripeness. In 2009, the same year the FDA visited our
practice, we sued the agency in Denver Federal Court.
We were promptly told that, because of a “ripeness” issue
(the agency hadn’t made a formal decision to do anything
yet), the judge wouldn’t look at the substance of whether
the FDA had the right to regulate a medical practice or
your body as a drug factory. This initial loss in the Denver
court made us realize we absolutely had to get the FDA
to take formal action. Until this happened, we would be
unable to challenge the underlying policy. Regrettably,
had the Supreme Court made a ruling on Sackett v. EPA
in 2010 instead of two years later in 2012, our legal
challenge would have been over in Denver court.

The FDA Takes Formal Action ! Finally
In 2009, the FDA had issued an inspection report that
showed that our “drug factory” was woefully inadequate
for churning out millions of doses of pills, but since we

weren’t doing that, there were no actual safety issues.
Despite all their “concerns,” they took an entire year to
come back. When they showed up a second time in 2010
to again inspect our “drug factory,” we filed for
simultaneous restraining orders in Denver and
Washington, D.C., federal courts, hoping we could either
stop their continued intrusions into our medical practice or
get them to take action. The D.C. Federal docket moved
faster, and in a few weeks we found ourselves in front of
Judge Collier.
The fact that she took an interest in our case seemed to
concern the agency. Not surprisingly, a few weeks later —
and before the judge had a chance to rule on our
restraining order — the agency finally filed a civil suit
against us to stop us from culturing our patient’s cells.
This was bittersweet: while we needed the FDA to take
action so we could challenge the policy, the agency made
it a point to get maximum effect for their arguments by
issuing a press release picked up by hundreds of
websites and many news agencies.
To the uninformed observer, it appeared that the FDA had
found numerous safety problems because they applied
drug factory standards to a small medical practice. In
reality, the FDA never identified a single real-patient
safety issue within our practice. This marked the point in
our practice’s history where we would have to roll up our
sleeves and challenge the Cells=Drugs policy.
First, we agreed with the agency that we could continue
to use the same-day stem cell isolation techniques, which
didn’t involve culturing (Regenexx-SD and AD). This
allowed us to continue to offer stem cell therapies to our
patients. Second, we began to look for someplace to
continue our work involving culturing stem cells
(Regenexx-C), which the FDA believed was the creation
of a drug. Finally, we got access to the tens of thousands
of pages of the “administrative record,” which constituted
FDA’s justification for the Cells=Drugs regulations. It was
in those records that we discovered the Cells=Drugs
controversy had a long history, well before our medical
practice ever thought about using stem cells to help
patients.

The FDA on the Attack
Once the FDA took their action, we immediately
counterclaimed and the Cells=Drugs case began. The
FDA put together its argument, which can be summarized
as follows:
!

!
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Our medical clinic, which uses our own patients’
stem cells to treat their orthopedic conditions, is
not a medical practice but actually a drug factory
producing a stem cell drug.
Because the FDA claimed we were a drug
factory, we needed to follow drug-factory
guidelines and have a billion-dollar, new-drug
approval license.

!
!
!

Our clinic is woefully inadequate compared to a
drug factory; hence, our “drug” is adulterated
Our stem cell “drug” doesn’t feature anywhere on
it “instructions for use” (to ourselves, no less!);
hence, it’s “misbranded.”
All drugs need to follow the FDA/Pharma pathway
for new-drug approval; since we did not, our stem
cell “drug” is being illegally marketed.

As you can see, the entire FDA argument hangs on the
thread that your cells are a drug. The FDA had a few inhouse experts who compared our physician-based
innovation to the FDA clinical drug trials process, which is
like comparing a speed boat to an aircraft carrier, or an
apple to an orange.
An interesting “outside expert choice” by the FDA
inadvertently and nicely illustrated the differences
between the physician-innovation approach and the FDA
trials method, although I doubt the gaffe was planned by
the agency. The FDA hired orthopedist George Muschler,
M.D., to support its position; but, regrettably for them, Dr.
Muschler’s own proprietary stem cell device supports our
position.
While Dr. Muschler criticized the considerable research
already published by our practice about Regenexx-C, his
own stem cell device is an excellent example of how
doctors innovate, often without extensive research in
place. This device, called Cellect, takes bone marrow and
runs it through a bone matrix to improve the structural
characteristics of the bone graft by enhancing it with stem
cells. The bone graft is then surgically implanted to help
an injured bone or parts of the spine fuse together. It’s a
neat little device, but Dr. Muschler’s attack hides the fact
that this device went through far less research to get a
much less strenuous device approval than the RegenexxC procedure did.
Michael Freeman, Ph.D., from Oregon Health Sciences
University, provided an analysis of Muschler and other
FDA experts. He cited Muschler for failing to disclose that
he had a competitive procedure and also because he has
never completed the level of research for his device that
he felt our procedure needed. In fact, the only published
study at the time of first use of the Cellect device in
humans was a study performed in dogs.
This was in stark contrast to the work we had done, with
almost one hundred animal studies supporting the use of
stem cells for the treatment of arthritis before we used
cells for that purpose in human patients. In addition, Dr.
Muschler never sponsored extensive IRB-monitored
research in patients that lasted for more than two years
before using the Cellect device (as we did). In fact, based
on Dr. Freeman’s estimates, Cellect was used in tens of
thousands of real patients and sold commercially to
thousands of surgeons before any human study was
performed.

When a human study was finally performed, it failed to
meet any of the specifications that Dr. Muschler outlined
for our practice. In the end, while the research performed
by Dr. Muschler for Cellect was less than what we
accomplished for our Regenexx-C procedure, he still
followed a reasonable physician innovation approach,
given the risk of his device and procedure. He
exemplified the long-tail approach and attacked it, all at
the same time.
Dr. Freeman’s affidavit provides greater detail, as does
his article published in the Journal of Translational
Medicine, which questions the public health benefits of
turning cells into drugs. An entire history of the case,
along with our responses and issues, is indexed on our
site.

The Judge Calls Out the FDA
In October of last year, just as the case got past the initial
back-and-forth motions by both sides, the judge surprised
everyone by issuing an “Order to Show Cause” on the
FDA. In the order, she required the agency to explain to
her where Congress had ever authorized the agency to
consider anything more than a chemical as a drug.
In particular, she pointed out that Congress had defined a
drug as a chemical or its metabolite in 1976, so that it
could be differentiated from a device. The FDA’s
response was epic in its hubris.

The FDA’s Response: It Regulates ALL Living
Things
In its response, the FDA had real practical problems.
First, it issued a draft guidance in June 2011 defining the
term “chemical action” which was at issue here. The term
is the basis for what has traditionally defined a drug,
because a drug achieves its action through some
chemical. The problem for the agency was that the sixpage document never mentioned the word “cell” or “stem
cell.” So it had to come up with something new. Dr. Bauer,
an FDA scientist, submitted a multi-page response, but
his most interesting line is as follows:
“When living cells interact with their environment to
mediate repair of and/or regenerate damaged tissue, they
do so by chemical action.”
Since all living cells produce chemicals to interact with
their environment, the Agency has made it clear it
believes it has the authority to classify any living
organism as a drug!

Others Take Notice
When the judge took the unusual step of issuing an order
against the agency before the case had actually begun,
many high-level legal “watchers” took notice. In essence,
all three major legal experts noted that this case would
define how cells are used in this century. Here are links to
what they shared:
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A former FDA Commissioner Speaks out on
Cells=Drugs and the Regenerative Case
Dr. von Eschenbach, a former director of the National
Cancer Institute and commissioner of the Food and Drug
Administration from 2006 to 2009, is currently chairman
of the Manhattan Institute's Project FDA.
In a Wall Street Journal Op-Ed, he questions the wisdom
of FDA involvement in the Regenerative Case:
When I was commissioner of the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) from 2005 to 2009, I saw
firsthand how regenerative medicine offered a
cure for kidney and heart failure and other
chronic conditions like diabetes. Researchers
used stem cells to grow cells and tissues to
replace failing organs, eliminating the need for
expensive supportive treatments like dialysis and
organ transplants.
But, the beneficiaries were laboratory animals.
Breakthroughs for humans were and still are a
long way off. They have been stalled by
regulatory uncertainty, because the FDA doesn't
have the scientific tools and resources to review
complex innovations more expeditiously and
pioneer regulatory pathways for state-of-the-art
therapies that defy current agency conventions.
Fortunately, Congress may have an opportunity
as soon as this week to begin changing that.
The FDA isn't obstructing progress because its
employees are mean-spirited or foolish. But for
decades, Congress has starved the agency of
critical funding, limiting its scientists' ability to
keep up with peers in private industry and
academia.
The result is an agency in which science-based
regulation often lags far behind scientific
discovery. This forces the FDA to slow the
approval of new treatments — and at times
creates acrimonious litigation between the FDA
and innovators, not to mention disillusionment
among desperate patients.
For example, in August 2010, the FDA filed suit
against a company called Regenerative
Sciences. Three years earlier, the company had
begun marketing a process it called Regenexx to
repair damaged joints by injecting them with a
patient's own stem cells. The FDA alleged that
the cells the firm used had been manipulated to
the point that they should be regulated as drugs.

A resulting court injunction halting use of the
technique has cast a pall over the future of
regenerative medicine.
From the agency's perspective, it had only called
a "time out" until it could apply its regulatory
process designed to analyze the therapy's
effectiveness and potential risks. For the industry,
however, government had intervened in a way
that seemed to bar the established clinical
practice of using an individual's own cells to
advance the healing process.
Lawyers — many lawyers — are now trying to
resolve this dispute. But, at a time when science
and technology are creating marvelous medical
breakthroughs, the FDA should be leading and
guiding the development of state-of-the-art
therapies like regenerative medicine.
Instead, the agency's process for regulating
complex new technologies often starts too late,
after companies and researchers have sunk
millions of dollars and thousands of hours into
painstaking research.

The Outcome of Round 1
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Epilogue
No single event in the past several years sums up the debate better than a phone call I recently had with a retired
embryonic stem cell researcher. He was railing against a stem cell clinic, using all the usual arguments frequented by
scientists involved in the business of research. He stated it was too early to translate stem cells to the bedside, that a
single adverse event may have a chilling impact on the “industry,” and that there needed to be oodles more research
before stem cells could be used to treat patients. He went on to say that stem cells needed to be classified as drugs.
After literally 20 minutes of this monologue, he sounded very physically exhausted. I asked him what was wrong. His
voice changed from that of a university professor lecturing to a skeptical student, to that of a sick patient at wit’s end,
confiding in his doctor. He then whispered to me that his own severe neurologic condition had taken a turn for the worse.
He had maxed out on his meds, and his neurologist had informed him that there were no surgeries or other therapies that
would provide help.
His family was now caring for his basic needs, which was difficult, as he increasingly felt like a burden to them. Even the
simplest tasks were becoming a Herculean struggle. He didn’t know if he could go on much longer. His voice then
brightened a bit when he dropped the bomb: “I’m going to that clinic to get treated " I’ve been researching it for some
time, and I think they may be able to help me.” He then said, “And, if it doesn’t help — at least I’ll know I’ve tried
everything.”
I was flabbergasted, but I also immediately understood. His academic arguments about this clinic and stem cells were just
that, academic. But, when it came to his own life, he wanted the ability to choose the option of using stem cells. I asked
him if he knew what this meant, after the tirade against doctors using stem cells: that it all came down to one patient and
one doctor deciding what’s best for the individual patient. He said, “I know, I know"I guess I’m changing my mind on all
that " ”
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Appendix A
Hyperlinks to various letters submitted during several public hearings that opposed changes to the 21 CFR
1270/1271 regulations.
American Society of Clinical Oncology
Biotechnology Industry Organization
Northwestern University Transplant Program
Osiris Therapeutics
Red Cross
Reprogenesis
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